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I, ABSTRACT 
ISC-143 
The conductances, transference numbers, and activity coefficients 
of lanthanum chloride, samaric chloride, europic chloride, and ytterbic 
chloride were determined in order to test the present theories of 
electrolytic solutions as well as to make available accurate data on 
these useful properties for the above rare earth chlorides. 
The Jones bridge and its accessories were employed to measure t he 
conductances over a concentration range of 0.0007 N. to 0,1 N, The 
moving-boundary method was used to determine the transference numbers 
of the cations from concentrations of 0.007 N. to 0.1 N, A simply 
constructed transference cell is described along with an electronically 
controlled constant current apparatus. A hollow plug stop-cock was 
employed to form the junction between the indicator solution and the in-
Yestigated solution in the transference cell. Concentration cells with 
transference were employed to measure the mean molal activity coefficierts 
over a concentration range of 0,003 N. to 0.1 N. The junctions between 
the solutions were formed by a cell similar in design to that of the 
transference number cell. 
The data on all of the above properties were estimated to have an 
a ccuracy of within 0.1%. The exact composition of the solutions was the 
limiting error in the determinations, 
The infinite dilution values for the equivale t conductances, the 
cation conductances, and the cation transference numbers were calculated 
for the four rare earth chlorides from the data obta111 r-'1 ln the equivalent 
conductance determinations. The values for each o thPse properties 
were found to fall in the order: lanthanum chloride> samaric chloride 
~ europic chloride/ ytterbic chloride. The radii of the ions of 
t hese four rare earths, as determined by X-ray cryst allographic methods ~ 
lThis paper is based on a PhD thesis by James M. ~right j submH;t .d in 
March» 1951. 
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decrease in the same order. Since a small ion should P-ncountPr less 
resistance in traversing a solution and, t hus, be more conducting than 
a large ion , it appears that th~ radii of t he hydrated ions ~ust be 
such t hat Yb3+ > Eu3+ :::::;:.. Sm3.,. ::> La3+ . Hence~ thE? rare mrth ions 
possess diffirent degrees of h~dration and the order of hyd~avion is~ 
Yb3+ / Eu3 7 sm3" / La3 • 
The equivalent conductances for each of the rare earth chlorides 
were i n a gr eement with the Onsager theory f or concentrations up to about 
0.0025 N. ; however , there was a small, but def initP 9 difference in the 
concentration at which each rare earth chl oride began to deviate from 
theory. Further, at higher concentrations , t he deviation of each rare 
earth chloride f rom the t heoreti cal slope became greater in the same 
definite or der . The order of devj ation was: YbCl3 7 EuCl3 > SmCl3 
;? LaClJ 9 and may r epresent a measure of the tendency of the rare earths 
toward i onic ass ociation under . the i nfl uence of Coulombic forces 9 or it, 
may be related to the different degr ees of hydration. 
The data on the ca tion transference numbers of the four rare earth 
chlorides di d not a gree with the Onsager t r eat ment in.the concentration 
range studi ed in this t hesis. Thi s f a ct i s surprising since t he conductance 
measurements were in a gr eement with the limit i ng Onsager slope. Other 
authors have found t hat, in general, pol yvalent ions show this same anomaly. 
No sat-isfac t ory explanation can be of f er ed for this C!iscreparicy although 
it is hoped that when t he data on all of the r are ea.rths b9comes available 
some explanation will become apnA.rent. In vi ew of the results obtained 
in the conductance meas urements the rare earth transference nQ~bers would 
be expected to be arranged in the order: La3+ Sm3~ · Eu3+ 
Yb3~ ~ however, it was found that the ca t i on t ransference nurrbers for samarium 
chloride are slightly gr eater in value than those found for lanthanum 
chloride. This can not be explained . 
The activity coeff i ci ents agr eed with the DebyP~Huckel theory through-
out t he concentration range studied, t hat i s 9 for concentrations u to 
0.1 No The activity coefficients· for the chlorides of lanthanum, samarium, 
and europi um were extended to concentr at i ons of 2 molal by fitting the 
data of Robi nson and Mas on to those obt a i ner in this thesiso Since the 
Debye-Huckel equation is .not expect ed to be valid over such a 111ide range 
of concentrations due to the as sumptions ma~e in its derivation 1 attempts 
were made t o f i t t hese data to empirical equations of the type2 
log + A C = 1 .,. ao B c B 
1 c .&. De log c 
in which fL.!_ and 'Q. are cons t ants of no known theoretical significance; 
however 9 no values for ~~ and 'Q. wer e f ound which would accurately describe 
the data over the concent rat ion r ange f rom 0 to 2 molal. The values found 
... 
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in the Debye-HUckel theory for the mean distance of closest approach of 
the ions, ao, indicate that the rare earth ions and chloride ions are 
separated by one molecule of water . 
II INTRODUCTION 
The 14 rare earths constitute the i deal group of elements in the 
periodic table to employ as t esting ma~erials for the various theories 
existing in the field of chemistry and physics. This is especially true 
in the chemistry of strong electrolytes, in which the most desirable salts 
for study are those which (1) possess high valencies~ (2) show little or 
no hydrolysis 9 and (3) are readily available. 
The first factor mentioned follows from a consideration of the 
equations resulting from the mod~rn theories of interionic attraction 
(1,2). These equations are highly gensitive to the valencies of the ions; 
the higher the valencies of the ions the more radically do the electrolytic 
properties of the solution change with their concentration. Since the 
rare earths all possess a stable trivalent state, their salts fulfill 
this desirable requirement most adequately. 
The rare earth chlorides, when dissolved in water under carefully 
controlled conditions, have been found to undergo a nearly negligible 
amount of hydrolysis; for example, this was shown for lanthanum chloride 
by Kalthoff and Elmquist (3) and Jones and Bickford (4) from pH measure-
ments of its solutions . The conductance measurements presented in this 
thesis also confirm the negligible hydrolysis of some of the other rare 
earth chlorides . Other highly polyvalent electrolytes, such as the 
chlorides of aluminum, iron, thorium, uranium, zirconium and hafnium, 
show appreciable hydrolysis and thus are not desirable for use in the 
study of electrolytic soluti ons by the methods and conditions employed 
in this thesis. 
Until recently the very limited availability of the rare earths has 
been the the prime factor in restricting their use in the testing of 
theoretical deductions. Before the use of ion-exchange columns as a 
method of separating the rare earths, one from the other, (5,6,7,8,9,10) 
they were separated by laborious procedures, such as fractional 
crystallizations . Sometimes thousands of crystallizations were required 
before one of the pure elements was obtained. As few scientists wished 
to undertake such a painstaki ng and arduous task to prepare even one of 
these elements in the pure form, only a samll amount of experimental work 
has been done with them . The use of ion- exchange coiumns to separate the 
rare earths is beginning to alter this situation, since the~e procedures 
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permit the preparation of multi-gram quantities of all of the rare earths 
in the pure form by a relatively few passes through the exchange columns • 
. 
In addition to the above-mentioned factors» the rare earths possess 
other advantages which favor their use in testing the modern electrolytic 
theories of solutions. They are a remarkably similar group of elements. 
This similarity arises from the fact that the inner 4f electronic shell 
is being progressively filled, starting with cerium and ending with 
lutetium. As the valence electrons and not the electrons in the inner 
shells mainly control the chemical properties of an element, only small 
changes in chemical properties are evident in the rare earth series. 
The atomic radius is one property which shows a gradual change on pro-
ceeding from cerium through lutetium. Here 9 a gradual decrease in atomic 
radii is accompanied by an increase in atomic number. This so-called 
"Lanthanide Contraction" is brought about ·by the increasing nuclear charge, 
with increasing atomic number, producing a greater force field on the 
electrons which pulls them closer to the nucleus and shrinks the radius 
of the atom. By a study of electrolytic solutions 9 the properties which 
are functions of the radius of the atom can be brought to light and 
consequently exert their influence on the modern theories of electrolytic 
chemistry. Furthermore, as the external structures of scandium$ yttrium 
and lanthanum are similar, a study of their properties would show the 
effect of stripping whole shells of electrons from the atom. 
The equations resulting from the theories dealing with conductances, 
transference numbers and activity coefficients are applicable only in 
very dilute solutions due to the approximations and assumptions made in 
their derivations. Precise data involving the rare earths should indicate 
where these assumptions and approximations can be considered valid and 
where their usefulness ends. 
From prior experimental work that has been done on the electrolytic 
properties of solutions it may be said that the theories adequately 
represent the data for most uni-univalent electrolytes in dilute solutions; 
on the other hand, from the meager data available for polyvalent electro-
lytes9 differences between the theory and experimental data appear to be 
much more pronounced. In general 9 it may be said that the limiting laws 
of the theories for conductances and activity coefficients are confir~P.n 
by the experimental data. However, the transference numbers are in 
~ariance with the theory. With 3-1 electrolytes only the transference 
numbers of lanthanum chloride have been determined with accuracy (11). 
The activity coefficients of a few 3-1 electrolytes have been measured 
but, again 9 only in the case of lanthanum chloride (12,13) have results J 
been obtained in solutions sufficiently dilute for comparison with the 
theory. Even the data on conductances of 3-1 electrolytes are somewhat 
fragmentary. 
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F~om the above discussion, it is evident that before the theories 
can be said to have been given a thorough test much more data on the 
polyvalent electrolytes must be accumulated. It was with the hope that 
data on the rare earth salts might aid in solving some of the unanswered 
questions of solutions that the work pr~sented in this thesis was done; 
the results here presented are only the beginning of a long-range program 
in the investigation of electrolytic properties of solutions. The 
chlorides of the rare earths were chosen for this work as these salts 
are relatively easy to prepare in the pure state, and rever.sible electrodes 
are readily available for e.m.f. studi es. 
III. EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE 
A. Review of the Literature 
1. Definition 
The equivalent conductance of an electrolyte, )\, is defined by: 
1\. = 1000 L 
c 
(1) 
in which C is the concentration of th.e electrolyte in equivalents per 
liter and 1 is that part of the specific conductance due to the 
electrolyte. 
2. Development .2f ~ method and theory 
a) Method. Prior to Kohlrausch's classical researches on conductance 
measurements direct currents were employed (14,15 ,16). This procedure 
led to most erratic results mainly due to polarization of the electrodes~ 
Kohlrausch largely eliminated this polarization error by using alternating 
currents of frequencies of about 1000 cycles per second (17). The method 
developed by him consisted of employing a small induction coil as the 
alternating current source and measuring the resistance of the electro-
lyte with the aid of a modified Wheatstone bridge. A telephone earpiece_ 
was used to detect the balance point or the bridge. 
Kohlrausch (18) believed that when an alternating current was passed 
between two inert platinum electrodes, hydrogen and oxygen were alternately 
deposited on each cycle and that the electrolysis was strictly reversible 
both chemically and thermodynamically at all frequencies. This reversible 
transformation of chemical energy into electrical energy would be 
electrically equivalent to having the resistance of the electrolyte · in 
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series with a condenser. He compensated for this factor by connecting 
a condenser in parallel with the resistance box in another arm of the 
bridge (19). This did not entirely eliminate the polarization so he 
adopted the procedure (1) · of platinizing the electrodes with chloropla-
tinic acid (20) and (2) of-designing the cells so that the measured 
resistance would be high. Kohlrausch and Holborn (21) found empirically 
that the polarization effects were negligible so long as the measured 
resistance was greater than 50/A in which! is the area of the electrode. 
The cell constants were determined by actually measuring the length 
and area of the electrodes (22). Seven standard reference solutions 
were prepared and their specific conductances measured so that they 
could be used as secondary standards in determining cell constants (22). 
Kohlrausch (23) recognized the importance of careful temperature control 
and his data showed that the equivalent conductances of electrolytes 
increases about two per cent per d~gree rise in temperature. 
The work following that of Kohlrausch has consisted principally in 
improvements in the design of the apparatus. 
Washburn and Bell (24) in 1913 altered the Kohlrausch apparatus in 
three ways. (1) They substituted a high frequency generator for the 
induction coil as a source of alternating current; (2) the telephone, 
used for detection~ was tuned to the frequency employed; and (3) they 
employed resistors which were free of any inductance and capacitance 
effects . 
Washburn (25) discussed the theory of design ~ construction and use 
of conductance cells. 
Taylor and Acree (26) tested induction coils_, generators, and 
Vreeland Oscillators to determine which source unit gave the best sine 
wave. A pure sine wave is required in conductance work to prevent 
unsymmetrical polarization at the electrodes and also to annul the 
influence of harmonics on the telephone so that a very definite null 
point is ' produced. They found that the Vreeland oscillator was superior 
to induction coils and generators' the induction coils were the poorest 
of the three as the oscillograph showed them to give a pulsating current 
having many overtones. Further, the frequency range was small and the 
frequency itself was not constant. They also pointed out the importance 
of proper grounding ~ the use of resistors free from capacitance or 
inductance (27) 9 and the design of cells (28) . 
In 1919 Hall and Adams (29) showed that the current passed through 
the cell should be as small as is compatible with a correct bridge setting 
in order to avoid heating effects during a measurement and to minimize 
polarization at the electrodes. They used a thermionic amplifier to 
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increase the current through the telephone without changing the curr~nt 
through the remainder of the system. Their arrangement increased the 
sensitivity of the telephone by 50~fold. Another improvement was the 
substitution of a triode tube, suitably connected with inductance and 
capacitance so that it oscillated, for the Vreeland oscillator; this 
improvement was later adopted by Morgan and Lammert (.30), Jones and 
Josephs (.31) and Shedlovsky (32). 
Morgan and Lammert (.30) showed that the Vreeland oscillator does 
not give a constant frequency and tha '" ':l considerable amount of stray 
field is emitted so that the oscillator must be removed at least .30 
feet from the bridge before the error introduced by a mutual inductance 
between the oscillator and bridge is eliminated. 
In 192.3, Parker (33, 34) published two papers showing that the cell 
constants varied with changing concentration. The same effect was found 
by other investigators (.35,.36). He concluded that adsorption was re-
sponsible for this changing cell constant. However, Jones and Bollinger 
(37) and Shedlovsky (38) proved this not to be true by showing that the 
change in the cell constant was not increased with a ten-fold increase 
of spongy platinum. Jones and Bollinger explained the "Parker" effect 
as being due to a capacitative shunt between parts of the cell of opposite 
polarity. This effect is increased by increasing the frequency. They 
used this test to determine the quality of their cells and redesigned 
them so that the parts of opposite polarity were kept at a distance from 
each other. 
From 1928 to the present time 9 Shedlovsky and Jones and coworkers 
have been leaders in the field of conductance. Jones and Bollinger (39) 
modified the triode oscillator 9 improved the amplifier, and inserted a 
wave filter in parallel with the telephone to eliminate "tube noises" 
due tc the incr eased sensitivity of the amplifier. They (40) also showed 
that Ohm 1 s law was valid in the range of frequencies and voltages used 
in the Kohlrausch method. Further, they ·(41) investigated the platini-
zation of the electrodes. 
Jones and Josephs (31) introduced a new method of grounding which 
superseded the older methods. In the older methods the position of 
balance of the bridge could be changed by reversing the lead wires from 
the oscillator to the ends of the bridge. They abandoned the circular 
slide wire of Kohlrausch as it introduced unsymmetrical inductances in 
the measuring circuit, a straight slide wire replaced the circular wire. 
Shedlovsky (32 9 42) arrived at a somewhat similar design in the apparatus 
differing principally in the shielding. 
The Leeds and Northrup Company have followed the suggestions of 
Jones for cell and bridge design in constructing their most precise 
commercial conductance apparatus. A complete description of this instru-
ment has been published by Dike (4.3). 
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b) Theory. From the data that he obtained, Kohlrausch (21) noticed 
that, within the limits of experimental error, a plot of the equivalent 
conductance against the square root of the concentration of the salt 
produced a straight line up to concentrations of about 0.002 N, that--1s: 
AVc (2) 
in which 1\..0 is the conductance at infinite dilution, and A is a 
constant. This relationship was obeyed so consistently that he predicted 
it would be found to have a theoretical basis. 
About the beginning of the 20th Century, sufficient experimental 
evidence had been collected to show that the Arrheniu s theory (44) was 
not applicable to strong electrolytes. In this theorJ the decrease in 
conductance with increasing concentration was assumed to be due to the 
change in the number of ions in solution, that is, incomplete 
dissociation was assumed. Further, the tacit assumption was made that 
the mobilities of the ions did not change with changing concentration. 
This latter assumption was not in agreement with the experimental data 
on transference numbers. The transference number of a cation in a 
binary salt can be defined as: 
T ~ : _u .... -i-..___ 
u.o. t u_ (3) 
in which T~ is the transference number of the cation and U+ and U_ are 
t he mobilities of the cation and anion, respectively. These numbers had 
been found to change with changing concentration and 9 hence, the mobil-
ities of the ions were not constant with concentration. 
In regard to the Arrhenius assumption of incomplete dissociation 
of electrolytes, G. N. Lewis (45) stated, 
The additivity of the properties of electrolytic solutions, 
striking as it is, seems to prove too much. If it is an 
argument for the dissociation of electrolytes, it seems to 
be an argument for complete dissociation . Why should the 
properties of a normal solution of potassium chloride be 
simply those of potassium and chloride ions ifj as measure-
ments of conductivity show, it is 25 per cent undissociated? 
Why should the undissociated part have no individual properties 
of its own? It is easy to see why completely dissociated 
acids and bases should give the same heat of neutralisation, 
since we regard this heat as simply due to the union of hydrogen 
and hydroxyl ions, but half-normal potassium and sodium hydroxides 
J.l 
give essentially the same he0t of neutralisation with 
an acid, although they are 20 per cent undissociated. 
Copper sulfate as dilute as one-tenth normal is still 
more than half undissociated, but its color is practi-
cally the pure color of cupric ion. Indeed in all the 
strong electrolytes the partial volume, heat capacity, 
internal energy, viscosity, refractive index, rotatory 
power -- in fact, practically all the significant 
physical properties of the undissociated part of the 
electrolyte-- s eem practically ~ ~entical with the 
properties of the constituent ions. If we had no 
other ctiterion for the degree of dissociation, 
these £acts would undoubtedly lead us to regard salts, 
up to a concentration of normal or half normal, as 
completely dissociated. 
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This view of complete dissociation had been put forward previously 
by Sutherland (46) and later used by Milner (47) and Bjerrum (48) to 
explain the behavior of salt solutions. 
The Debye-Huckel (2) theory~ which explains the thermodynamic 
properties of dilute solutions, placed the concept of complete dis-
sociation of strong electrolytes in a theoretical form which was capable 
of being tested experimentally. In this theory Debye-Hackel assumed 
that if the ions of an electrolyte were to lose their electrical charges 
the solution would obey the ideal solution law: 
0 
- fi; t RT ln Ni (4) 
in which ~i represents the partial molal free energy of the ith ion in 
0 -
any state and /). i represents the partial molal free energy in the standard 
state; Ni is the mole fraction of the,! ion. However, to account for the 
deviations of electrolytic solutions from ideality, an additional partial 
molal free energy term: 
(5) 
in which fi is the rational activity coefficient of the 1 ion, must be 
added to the above expression. This latter term is assumed ' to arise en-
tirely from the interionic forces between the ions. To calculate this 
electrical free energy term of the solution, Debye and Hl.lckel showed 
that each ion is surrounded by an ionic atmosphere composed of both 
positive and negative ions with the charge opposite to that of the ion 
in question predominating. They were able to derive an experssion for 
the electrical potential at an ion due to its ionic atmosphe~~ by assuming 
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complete dissociation, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and Passon's 
equation to be valid in electrolytic solutions. Using this derived 
potential, they calculated the work done in charging all the ions in 
the solution at a given .concentration and at infinite dilution.._.l'he 
difference between these quanti ties was identified with the elec;trical 
free energy change of the solution. The limiting law resulting from 
the above treatment is: 
. ' 
(6) 
in which ! is a constant for , a given solvent and temperature; Zi is thA 
charge carried by the 1 ion; and ~ is the ionic strength of~he sol-
ution. This theory of Debye and Huekel has been thoroughly tested 
experimentally since its conception in 1923 and has proved to be most 
adequate in explaining the properties of very dilute solutions. 
. With the tremendous success of this theory, Debye and H~ckel (2) 
and, later, Onsager (1) incorporated the complete dissociation postulate 
into a theory for conductance. In this theory, the experimental fact 
of decreased conductance with increased concentration is explained by 
changes in the mobility of the ions. 
The ionic atmosphere surrounding an ion was considered to affect the 
mobility in two ways. Fir~t, as ~ion travels through the liquid its 
ionic atmosphere·, of opposite sign, always forms around it and dies away 
behind it; this subjects the ion to a retarding force. The second 
effect, an electrophoretic effect, is due to the positive and negative 
ions imparting momentum to the molecule~ of the solvent as they move 
in opposite directions through it; this sets up a retarding force which 
is greater than would be found if the ion were moving through the pure 
solvent. For the case of a single electrolyte dissociating into two kinds 
of ions only, the above considerations lead to the following equation 
for the equivaleht conductance: 
:2 Fe 
(7) 
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Y= /l +- Z_/ ( 'A+-
0 +- ;,:) 
(/ z1-l + I z _/)(I z +-I A : + I z- I A + o) 
(7 cont.) 
in which: 
~ the electronic charge, is equal - to 4.8025 x lo-10 .abs. esu (49); 
N Avagadro's number, is equal to 6.0228 x 1023 mole-1 (49); 
I the absolute temperature is e qual to 273.16 + 25.00° K (49); 
k the Boltzmann constant is equal to 1.38047 x lo-16 erg deg-l (49); 
E the Faraday, is equal to 96501 international coulombs g-equiv-1 (49); 
~ the dielectric constant of water at 25° C., is equal to 78.54 (50); 
n the absolute viscosity of water at 25° C. is equal to 8.949 x 10-3 
(51); 
Z~ and z_ are the positive and negative charges on the ions; 
C0 is the equivalent concentration; and 
-
/\ ~ and A ~ are the ionic conductances for the positive and negative 
ions respectively. 
The first term in the square bracket of equation (?) . results from 
the assymetry contribution whereas the second term gives the electro-
phoretic effect. This theory has been adequately tested with uni-univalent 
electrolytes in water as well as other solvents and found to be obeyed 
in the djlute solution range. Data on polyvalent electrolytes is rather 
scarce but that which is available appears to be i~ fair agreement with 
the theory. 
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B. Experimental 
1. Chemicals 
a) Purity of the~ earths. The rare earths, analyzed by Dr. V. 
Fassel's spectrographic group of the Ames Laboratory of Atomic Research, 
had the following composition: 
Lanthanum oxide: No other rare earths detected by 
emission spectroscopy. Traces of 
calcium present prior to two acid 
oxalate precipitations. 
Europic oxide: Traces of Dy20J, Gd20J Nd203 and 
Yb203 of the order of magnitude of 
O.OJ%; traces of SIDQ03 and Y203 in 
the neighborhood of 0.1%. Traces of 
common elements prior to two acid 
oxalate precipitations. 
Samaric oxide: 0.0~ ! 0.002% of Eu2o3 • Trace of 
calcium prior to two acid oxalate 
precipitations. 
Ytterbic oxide: No other element detected by emission 
spectroscopy. 
The lanthanum oxide was obtained from Lindsay Light Corporation. 
The europic oxide was a sample of Dr. F. H. Spedding's personal 
collection of rare earths obtained fran the late Dr. McCoy. The samaric 
oxide and ytterbic oxide were prepared by the Rare Earth Group under 
the direction of Dr. Spedding at the Ames Laboratory; they were obtained 
pure by a combination of the ion-exchange method of separation of rare 
earths (5~6~7,8,9,10) and Marsh's sodium amalgam extraction method (52). 
To remove any common elements~ such as iron, calcium, etc., the 
oxides were dissoved in lN re-distilled hydrochloric acid, and twice 
reprecipitated with double recrystallized oxalic acid and ignited to the 
oxide in platinum ware. Sintered glass filters were used for the 
filtration of the oxalates • 
. b) Preparation of the solutions. Each of the rare earth oxides 
was dissolved separately in an excess of redist~lled hydrochloric acid. 
Chlorine was bubbled through the solution and boiled to remove any 
contamination of bromine; the solution was then evaporated to a syrup. 
A preliminary drying operation was accomplished by placing the syrup in 
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a glass tubr:. containing an openin.g to ·vhich an asnirator ; rt J 1f i 
was attache~. The tube was heated in a water bath and dSDirat.cr 
suction was apulien until tho. chlori e changed from :.1 syruD to a :'laky 
ccmposition . The pre-r!ried ma"t?ria:!.. was thPn trnnsfr>rre to a t ube 
containing a. porous glass plug anj slcmly heA-ted tc· 350·/J'o ,o C. in t he 
pr~sence of y:'lroaen chloride fo::- 24m·30 Pours. 
The hydrogan chlor ide w.os generat ed by aropping C. P. concentrated 
sulfuric acid into C .P. concent:ratr>d hydrochl oric aci. ; the gas was dr:i erl 
by pass1~g it through a drying tower of sulfuric acid, a t rap cooled to 
the te:11perature of' 'l dry-ice - .-., L'n · .ixture , nd a tower filled with 
DrierHe a.:1d cooled to dry- iue acetone ter.~perature. All connect ions were 
of th~ glass ball-joint type s o t hat no grease came in c ontact wit h the 
gas , Commercial tank hyd-ro~en chl-.'Jride was found to be unsatLfactory 
as ~t c~ntained approximately t wo per cent hydrocaL , which partia lly 
decamp sed at the e1Qvat o0 tempera tur es. 
TtP heating to 350-4r0° C. must be donP. wit h car e. The hydra t ed 
rare pq~th chlorides ~~lt about 70· 85° C., 1epending up on the r are earth ; 
if f.:"us, · occurs the WA.tPr insoluble oxychloride i s fomed (53 ). The 
preliminary drying step helps elimi nate t his diff i culty but it i s a :i..s o 
.:uhisable ~ in t h"' heatins 0oeration , to hol0 the temperature at 70° C. 
for eight to ten hoU:!:'S t.o i nsure th~? removal of water of hydration 
T~~mperature halts of €•i ht to tr-m hours should hkewise be made at 120°C. 
and 160° C ,, as f urt ? .. wa t.e r of hydration i s r emoved at these t emperatures . 
The anhyClr01..1s crlori1e 11as cooled to r oom tempE'rat ure in a atmosphere 
of' he lium; transfernC. to a ei.ghing b ottle an1 weighed. After removing 
the lid from thP weighin.g bottle, t he bottle and contents wer e inserted 
into a cylindrical ~lass apparatus conta ining a side arm which wa s joined 
to the neck of a two-liter, cal ibrated, volu~etric flask by means of a 
stan ·ard taper joint , The openi ng, through -which the weigh~ng bott]e 
was ~nsertcd 7 was closP.d by a glass cap maFtng the system air tight o 
Thb apparatus wes tiltt'ld to allow a srr.alJ. portion of the chloride to 
fall into t he vol umetric f lask v; 1ich c ontained approximat~=;ly one lite~ 
of twic~-distilled watP.r. The piece-wise addit i on of t he chlori de to 
water was continued t.mtil all the chloride was s haken into the flask. 
The cylir1der and weighing bottle were thoroughly washed with twice-
~ isti1:Pd wate>r and the washings added to the f lask; t he flask was filled 
to the ra-rk. 
'I'he 8.hove involved procedure was ne ces sary in order to prevent 
formation cf the oxy-chloride. The rare earth chlorides , especially 
those of high atomic weight , have a very h i gh heat of s olution (54) 
and are prone to evolve hydrogen chloride on being added to water . 
The amount of oxy- chl oride formed was rendered negligible by using an 
enclosed system and by adding small amounts of rare earth chloride to the 
water, 
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The normality of the solution was calculated from the weight of the 
anhydrous chloride and the volume of the solution. As an additional 
che ck on this normality, aliquots were analyzed ·by precipitating the 
rare earth with oxalic acid, fi l t ring, igniting to the oxide, and 
weighing . Known volumes were pipetted f r om the standard solution and 
diluted to ob a in t he normalities reported in the data o 
The water used for the preparation of the solutions was prepared 
by redistilling distilled water jn a Barnsted St~ll. The specific 
conductivity of this water varied from 0. x 10- to 1 .2 x lo-6 mho/em. 
2. Apparatus 
The apparatus used for det ermining the conductances of the r are earth 
ch lorides consisted of a J ones Connuctbrity Br idge, an audiofrPqu!'mcy 
oscillator , a tuned audiof r equency a~plifier, a Cathode- ray oscillograph, 
three conductivity c lls and a constant t emperature bath. 
All of the above equipment except the oscillograph and water bath 
were purchased from the Leeds and Ncrthrup Company. The oscillograph 
is a product of the Allen B. DuMont I,aboratories, Inc. and the constant 
temperature bath was purchased from the Arthur H. Thomas Company. 
The Le ds and Northrup Company claim that the Jones Bridge (Leeds 
ann Northrup catalog number 4666) has ren so refinPd in design that 
Further refinements in the .:>}B'.!Crica.l fea tures would not b~ 
of any practical value beca~.;:E<e i l this bri ge all errors have 
been .so greatly reduced that t:1e :·eal limitation is the 
prec1~drn with wh;ch the so:. ··tion t o be measured can be 
prepared. (55) 
The aucHo frE'quer ::y oscillljt.,r U-"'eds a. n. Northrur r:nhJ og No. <Y\1.:.2 ) 
hs~ f requc cirs c, 5"C 1000 qn.-J -:woo j~ ~Jes /sec, Eo-tt.. th~ : 000 a nd 
2000 cycles f'rP.qUE::·nci-"'"' were usF. t1~:.:. oughout this vo··::r: • fhe vacuum t ube 
ampl"if:ler (Leeds ar1 ho thr1.:o Ccta og No. 9847) ~"8.S designed so that lt 
can be tunPd to 5CC' , 1000 ard ?COO cycles in orrk:r to obtain the maxiJT'um 
St"nsitivity at the frPquency '.Je ir..P.: 'JS€d in ~ ote.!:r.,i.nationo 
T11e catl-}od(-'-. ot:r oscillograph wa s used 
st~ad of the stan1 r~ +el~~hone J~ceiver. 
o.,. t. ,.., c'lrrent detector in-
Thi.s crocedure eliminat"'d 
t,h" F'; JP.l ear-strair. ~:.r·voln·d rm.4. f~cili ate0 nr~"ci.9e ana: rapid detection 
of the m'.ll point ?Jh:: h r i'ls rl!'a. -Hly seen c , +.'-~ ~:?.-·ili.e:G':anh s creen. 
T rP'2 c~.,.,,v_,.;--, · · ~-+~· ·~'-' J.ls (Le:et1 s anc it:',..t.hrt·o Catalog No. 4911 , 4914, 
c.:nr~ 4915) wa.e us e• for t..lJ.e low , me( ium and higt conductivity solutions, 
r"' specti vely. The electrodes for each cell wPre platirlizer by the method 
rec ommended by JonPs ar:i Bollinger (41) in oroer to rE'dlJce polarization. 
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The cell constants were determined using potassium chloride solutions 
prepared from reagent grade potassium chloride that had been twice re-
crystallized and fused. The concentrations of potassium chloride 
employed were those recommended by Shedlovsky (42). The cell constants 
for each cell were found to vary slightly with the conductivity of the 
solution and plots of cell constants against specific conductivity of the 
solutions were employed to' determine the proper cell constant to be used 
in the calculations of the equivalent conductances. The variation of the 
cell constants with conductivity are shown in Figure 1. 
The constant temperature bath maintained a constant temperature 
within about 0.02° C. as determined by a Bureau of Standards thermometer 
calibrated to 0.01° C. This bath was sufficient for an accuracy in con-
ductance of 0.1~. If accuracy of the order of 0.001% is desired a constant 
temperature bath having a constancy of 0.0010 C. would be required. 
3. Results 
a) Procedure. The equivalent conductances for each concentration 
of rare earth chloride were determined in the following manner. The 
rare earth chloride solution 9 prepared as described above 9 was poured 
into one of the three conductivity cells. Which cell was used depended 
upon the conductance of the solution in question. Cell No. 4911 was 
employed with solutions having specific conductances greater than 0.006 
ohm/em.; cell No. 4914 for solutions of conductances of 0.006 to 0.001 
ohm/em., and cell No. 4915 for solutions having conductances less than 
0.001 ohm/em. The' conductance of the water was determined with cell No. 
4915. 
The cells were i mmersed in the constant temperature bath 9 allowed 
to attain temperature equilibrium with the bath, ann the null point deter-
mined by changing the resistances of the Jones Bridge \mt -1 the oscillo-
graph denoted no current flow. The capacitances were also nulled with 
the Bridge. The "normal" solvent correction was applied to the specific 
conductance of the solution, i.e. 9 the specific conductance of the water 
was subtracted from the specific conductance value found for the solution 
:i.n order to determine the correct conductance attributable to the solute. 
b) ~. Since precise data on the equivalent conductances of 
l anthanum chloride had been previously determined by Jones and Bickford 
(4) and Longsworth and Mac Innes (11), this salt was chosen as a standard 
to insure the laboratory that the apparatus was working properly and that 
the method of preparation for the chloride solutions provided for the 
removal of all excess hydrochloric acid from the salt. The results ob-
tained in these tests are shcmn in Table 1. Figure 2 compares the results 
with those reported by the above authors. 
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Table 1 
0 Equivalent Conductances for Lanthan·inn Chloride at 25 C. 
ISC-143 
Cone. in equiv. per liter Equivalent Conductance 
0.099.33 
0.04967 
0.02483 
0.01806 
0.01242 
0.009030 
0.006209 
0.002483 
0.0004967 
99.1 
106.4 
113.3 
116.5 
120.1 
123.0 
126.0 
132.4 
140.0 
The equivalent conductances obtained for samaric chloride 9 europtc 
chloride and ytterbic chloride are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
Table 2 
0 Equivalent Conductances for Samaric Chloride at 25 C. 
Cone. in equiv. per liter 
0.09486 
0.07905 
0.04743 
0.01581 
0.009486 
0.007905 
0.002372 
0.001581 
0.0007905 
Equivalent Conductance 
99.1 
101.0 
106.2 
117.1 
121.7 
123.2 
131.8 
134.1 
137 .o 
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Table 3 
Equivalent Conductances for Europic Chloride at 25° C. 
Cone. in equiv. per liter 
0.09198 
0.07665 
0.04599 
0.01533 
0.009198 
0.007665 
0.004599 
0.0009198 
0.0007665 
Table 4 
Equivalent Conductance 
99.0 
100.9 
106.0 
116.7 
121.3 
122.9 
126.7 
135.8 
136.6 
Equivalent Conductances for Ytterbic Chloride at 25° C. 
Cone. in equiv. per liter 
0.1038 
0.06919 
0.05189 
0.03460 
0.01038 
0.006919 
0.003460 
0.0006919 
Equivalent Conductance 
96.0 
100.0 
102.9 
106.9 
117.9 
121.2 
126.3 
134.3 
Figure 3 compares the results for these four rare earth chlorides. 
To evaluate ll 0 , the equivalent conductance at infinite dilution, 
for each of the rare earth chlorides recourse was had to the Onsager 
equation (equation 7). In the case of 3-1 electrolytes, this equation 
can be written as: 
f\. • .1\ 0 - (3 .. 3158 Y A 0 ~ 170.25) Vc 
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Fig. 3--Equivalent conductances of lanthanum chloride, 
samaric chloride, europic chloride and ytterbic chlo-
ride at 25°C. 
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in which 
Y: 0.75 Ao 
l\.o\1>2;:\.Q 
1 + 'COo75 Ao 
+ 2 i\ 0 -
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(8) 
For the rare earth chlorides, '0-0 , the chloride conductance at 
infinite dilution, was taken to be 76o34 mho cm-1/equiv. This represents 
the average value of the chloride conductance at infinite dilution ob-
tained for hydrochloric acid (42, 56), lithium chloride (42, 57), sodium 
chloride (58, 59), and potassium chloride (58, 59). 
By substituting into equation (8) one of the concentrations used 
exper imentally as well as thP ~quivalent conductance at that concentration 
a A c value can be obtained o This calculated A 0 will be designated 
by· }\ ~o By repeating this calculation for all of the experimentally 
deter.mired J\ values and their corresponding concentrations a series 
of J\ 0 values are found . 
If Onsager 0s e~uation were valid at all concentrations a plot of 
these evaluated ~s against the concentration would result in a straight 
line parallel to the concentration axis and int~rsecting the~~ axis 
a t t he true val ue of .J\. 0 • However, since Onsager ' s equation is not obeyed, 
1\ 1 . 
except at very high dilutions, such a plot of Jlo against C gives a curved 
line which approaches the true ·_A 0 value asympototically. Extrapolation 
of this line to zero concentration gives the true equivalent condrctance 
a t i nfinite dilution. Figure 4 she1Ns a plot of the evaluated .1\ 0 s against 
Q for l anthanum chloride, samaric chloride, europic chloride and ytterbic 
chloride o 
The A 0 values obtained from this plot ar~ shown in Table 5. 
The i onic conduct ances for the rare earth ions at infinite dilution 
were calculat ed from the Kohlrausch law of independent mobilities: 
0 0 
./L == A +- + ?\ 
(9) 
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These values are shown in Table 6. 
Table 5 
Equivalent Conductances at Infinite Dilution 
Rare earth salt Ao 
LaCl3 146.1 
SmCl3 144.9 
EuCl3 144.2 
YbClJ 141.5 
Table 6 
Rare Earth Ionic Conductances at Infinite Dilution 
Rare earth salt A*-0 
LaCl3 69.76 
SmCl3 68.56 
EuCl3 67.86 
YbCl3 65.16 
C. Discussion of Results 
1 . Estimated ~ors 
The Leeds and Northrup Company claim that the individual errors 
inherent in the Jones bridge have been reduced to 0.001~0 .002% (55). 
The cells used were those recommended by them for work in which the 
overall limit of error of 0.1% is sought (60). The uncertainty in the 
exact composition of the rare earth chlorides was the largest error 
i ncurred in these experiments. This error is estimated to be within 0.1%. 
2 . Comparision with theory 
A comparison of the data with the Onsager theory is shown in Figure 5. 
Thi s figure depicts the Onsager limiting slope by a plot of A - A Q 
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against _'{i. The i\. 0 values usPd 1er~ those shown in Table 5. ThE' 
I 
rare earth chlorides all a:Jpear to obEy th Onsager ,::.qu, t:L;n. up to 
concentrations of about 0.0025 N. This is considerPd to bf in ~'>xce J ]ent 
agreement with the theory as t he equation is not applicabl E> except ln 
dilute solutions. 
An examination of the 1\ • 0 value (sAe Table 6) shows a progressive 
decrease from lanthanum chloride through ytterbic·chloririe. Since the 
ionic conductance at infinite diluti on s hould not be influenced by 
interionic forces between t he lens, some property of tht:" ions which 
changPs from rare earth to r are ~arth mus t bring about these differences. 
The ionic radii of the rare eart hs investigat€'d are shown in Table 7. 
The values of these radii are in t he inverse ordPr to that expPct ed , that 
Rare earth 
Lant ha;num 
Samarium 
Europium 
Ytterbium 
Table 7 
Crystallographic Ioni c Radii 
Apparent ionic radius 
Goloschll'idt values* (61) Zachariasen va] ues+:·* (62) 
1.22 
1.13 
1 .13 
1.00 
1.04 
0.97 
0.97 
*Obtainnd with the oxines 
·HObtaineJ with the chlorides 
is 9 one w auld expPct that the ~ · ,1 '.ler t hE" i :m , the GrPat~r its mobility 
and~ hence , the gr Pater its cone uction. This makPs i t appPar t hat the 
rare earths with the E -alcr ionic radii are more highly hydratPd than 
are the ions with largo!' ionlc radii. This same phenomen on has bPen 
observed in the alkali metal ions, where lithiu."ll , wit h the smalles t 
radius in thP series~ is the most highly hydrated 3 Lithium a lso has the 
smallest r\ ..,o value in the alkeli series (63 ) e Further, from enlarged 
plots of Figure 51 it was observed t hat t he rarP earth chlorides deviate 
from the Onsager slope at sli ghtly nifferent. concentra t ions and in a 
d finite order" Starting with t he first rare earth chloria~ to deviate, 
this order was: ytterbic chloride, europic chloride, samari~ ~hloride, 
and lanthanum chloride. This makPS it seem probable t hat the extent of 
•' '"'.dation is related in some manner to the ra i us of t.he hydrated ion o 
From t he above, it may be said, quali tatively at l east, that the size 
of t he ion affects the ext ent of hydration which, in turn, appears to 
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affect the conductance values. A critical survey cannot be made accurately 
until data for the completed rare earth series have been obtained since 
it does not seem possible to draw definite conclusions from the data of 
such a small number of rare earth chlorides. 
IV. TRANSFERENCE NUMBERS 
A. Review of the Literature 
1. Definitions 
When a potential drop is applied to two electrodes placed in an 
electrolytic solution, a current flows through the solution. This 
current is carried by the ions of the electrolyte; the fraction of 
current transported by any particular ion is called the transference 
number of that ion. The transference number is expressed by the 
following equation: 
~ ij (10) 
J 
in which Ti is the transferency number of the ion 1; ii is the current 
carried by the 1 ion; and L. i. is the current carried by all the J J 
ions, i.e., it is the total current passed through the solution. 
For a binary electrolyte the transference number for the cation is: 
(11) 
and for the anion is: 
T- : __ i____ _ 
it + i 
The subscripts + and -designating the cation and ion, respectively. · 
2. The develop~ .Qf the moving boundary method 
The three methods which have been used most extensively for deter-
mining transference numbers are: (1) the analytical method, (2) the 
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method based on the measurement of e.m.f. 1s of the concentration cells 
with and without transference, and (3) the moving-boundary method. 
The analytical method was developed by H:ittorf (64) in J8-53. Prior 
to his investigations it was thought that a current passing through a 
solution was carried equally by the positive and negative parts of the 
electrolyte. His results showed, however, that the anion and cation 
usually carried different proportions of the current and that, thus, 
the ionic mobilities of the ions were as a rule unequal. He gave the 
name "transference numbers" to the ratios u .. /U~+U- and U-/U$-+u_, in 
which U~ is the migration mobility of the cation and u_ is the migration 
mobility of the anion. 
Many changes in the design of the apparatus have been made since 
Hittorf 1 s initial work but the underlying principle remains the$me. 
A quantity of eleciricty is passed through an electrolytic solution 
which can be separated into three real or virtual compartments after the 
electrolysis. The exact amount of current passed is determined by a 
coulometer in series with the apparatus containing the electrolytic sol-
ution. The changes in concentration which occur around the electrodes 
are obtained by analytical methods of very high order of accuracy. These 
concentration changes result from differences in the amount of current 
carried by the cation and anion of the electrolyte. Accurate transference 
numbers are difficult to obtain by this procedure in spite of the apparent 
simplicity of this method. This is essentially due to the fact that the 
change in e·quivalents of the electrolyte per gram of solvent is small 
and is obtained by the difference between two large figures. Thus, a small 
error in analysis of either the equivalents of electrolyte before electrolysis 
or equivalents of electrolyte after electrolysis produces a large error 
in the calculated -amount of electrolyte transferred and hence a large error 
in t he transference number. 
The basis for the method of obtaining transference numbers employing 
cells i with and without transference, can be explained by assuming the 
following two cells, the first with transference and the second without 
transference ~ 
(1) Ag~ AgCl 
and 
· (2) Ag 9 AgCl 
\ AgCl, Ag 
RC13( c2) I AgCl, Ag 
The differentials of the e.m.f. produced from such cells are 
(1) d E1 g: - Jll: T+ d _h. a2 (13) 
nF 
(2) (14) 
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in which a2 is the activity of the salt. If the transference numbers 
do not vary with concentration, equation (13) divided by equation (14) 
gives the ca t ion transference number directly. On the other hand, if 
the transference numbers do vary with concentration, plots of E1 against j dtna2 and E2 against f d ka2 are made. The transference number can 
be calculated by finding empirical ·formulas to fit the l ines result ing 
from such plots and dividing the empirical formula for the line from 
the cell with transference by the formula for the cell without trans-
fer ence . The drawbacks of this method are: (1) the activity 
coefficients of the salts must be known and (2) the prepar ation of 
concentration ce lls without transference often pr esent many difficulties 
particularly in obtaining suitable reversible electrodes. 
The moving boundary method is based on t he fact that if ! amperes 
are passed through a solution containing a binary electrolyte for 1 
seconds, thP. cation constituent will move a certain dis t ance , ~' toward 
the cathode and the anion constituent will move a certain distance, ~' 
toward the anode. If, by some means, the 0istances moved by either or 
both of the ions can be observed ~nd measur ed, the following equation 
holds for the cation : 
i~ • t = c~ • s • A = c+ • v 
F' 1000 1000 (15) 
in whi ch C+ i s the concentration of t he cation in equivalents per liter; 
i, i s the amount of cur ~ent carriPd by t he cation; ! is the cross-
sectional area of the tube containi ng t he electrolyte; E is one Faraday; 
and Y. is the volume thr·ough which the boundary passes. 
Since the cation t ransference number, T~, is equal to i~/I, it follows 
from (15) that: 
T : c ... V • F 
• t • I • 1000 
Similarly for the anion: 
T_ '= C_ • V' • F 
t • I • 1000 
(16) 
(17) 
in which ~ is the volume swept out by the anion during the passage of 
! amperes for 1 seconds. 
However, since 
T ..... T_ : 1 (18) 
• 
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only one transference number need be obtained experimentally in order 
to know the transference numbers of both the anion and cation of the 
alectrolyte o 
The first experiments designed to actually observe the migration of 
ions during electrolysis were those of Sir Oliver Lodge (65) in 1886. 
He connected the anode and cathode compartments of a cell by a tube filled 
with a gelatin gel. The anode and cathode compartments were filled with a 
solution containing the ion whose velocity was to be measured and the gela-
tin was impregnated with small amounts of a material which would precipitate 
or change color on contact with this ion. In one experiment he placed a 
hydrochloric acid solution in the electrode compartments and added a small 
amount of faintly basic phenolphthalein to the gelatin. On passing a 
current through the cell the hydrogen ions moved toward the cathode and 
their progress was noted by a change in the color of the phenolphthalein. 
In another experiment using hydrochloric acid he added silver nitrate to 
the gelatin and followed the movement of the chloride ion by the formation 
of silver chloride. He calculated the mobility of the ion by measuring 
the velocity of the movement by these color changes or precipitations using 
the assumption that the potential drop is equal to the applied e.m.f. 
divided by the distance between the cathode and anode; the mobility of an 
ion being defined as its velocity under a potential gradient of one volt 
per centimeter. 
Although Lodge did not actually calculate transference numters from 
his data ~ a knowledge of the mobilities of the ions is sufficient for such 
a calculation as shown in the following discussion. Assume that one faraday 
is passed through an electrolytic solution contained in a tube of cross-
sectional area 9 A· 
Then8 
(19) 
in which ii~ F~ A ~ and Ci have their previous significance; Ui is the 
- - -
mobility of the 1 ion; and (dE/dx) is the potential gradient in volts 
per centimeter. 
Similarly~ 
(20) 
Therefore~ 
(21) 
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In the case of a binary electrolyte, the equivalent concentrations 
of the two kinds of ions are equal and the transference numbers of the 
positive and negative ions reduce to: 
T.., : u. (3) and T_ = __ u __ _ 
u.., • u_ u~ ... u_ (22) 
W o C. D. Whetham (66) followed this work with a series of papers 
in which he improved on the method of Lodge . He pointed out that Lodge's 
calculations were erroneous in that the potential drop acr oss the cell 
was by no means uniform and could not be taken as the applied e.m.f. 
divided by the distance between the cathode and anode . Further, he found 
that the gelatin gradually exuded from the tube in the direction opposite 
to that of the current (electro-osmosis) and influenced t he motion of the 
i ons . To overcome this latter difficulty he eliminateo the use of gelatin 
and employed two electrolytes so chosen so t hat they contained a common 
ion and one colored ion (for example, potassium chloride and potassium 
permanganate) o To insure a uniform potential gra•Jient throughout the 
tube t he two electrolytes were also restricted t o th ose which had very 
nearly equal specific resistances. In his experiments he us ed a vertical 
measuring tube and carefully poured the less dense solution on top of the · 
more dens e solution. On passing a current through the tube t he velocity 
of movement of the interface between the two solutions was measured 
employing the colored ion as the indicator. The velocity of movement 
up t he tube was measured, the current reversed , and the rate of move-
ment down the dube de t ermined. The average of these two rates was 
taken as the absolute velocity of the ion . He noti ced that the boundary 
remained sharp on moving in one direction and became diffuse in traveling 
the opposite direc tion. 
In 1897 Kohlrausch (67) published a theoretical paper on electro~ 
ysis He treated the case of the movement of a boundary between sol 
uti vns of two electrolytes gaving a common ion and concluded that for the 
boundary to remain sharp the concentra t ions of the solutions must con-
f orm to the ratio : 
(23) 
in which c1 and T1 are the equivalent concentration and transference 
number of the non-common ion in ele ctrolyte 1 and C2 and T2 are the 
equivalent concentration and transference number or-the non-common 
ion in the other electrol yte. He assumed an initial sharp boundary to 
exist between t wo electrolytes AR and BR and passed a current from A to 
B. In order for the boundary to remain sharp the ions A and B must 
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move at the same velocity 9 ioeo, 
Velocity A ~ Velocity B (24) 
From equation (19), ann the relation t hat thP velocity eqtmls the mobility 
times thP potential gradient, it follows that : 
(25) 
or dividing both sides by the total current, equation (23) results. 
This :rdationship is commonly called the :Kohlrausch "regulating function " . 
He concluded that if this condition were not me t initially the concen-
t.r•ltions would regulate themsleves to meet t h is condition during electro,~ 
Masson (68) 9 in 1R99, showed tha t if the inc'licator ion were a slower 
moving ion than the ion under investj gation, the boundary would n~ove at 
a ratE) characteristic of the ion under investigatior~. This was proved 
by using r iffPrPnt indicator i ons with the same investigated ion and 
measuring tht=-' v~locity of travel of tr.e bouJ1dary between them' the velocity 
was found to b€ independent of the indjca tor ion. 
In hi"l measurPrrents of' transference nuJYlbers Masson <?nployec1 a two 
indica to:- schel"l"' o The electrolyte whose cation and anion transference 
nunbers were to be mf7asurP.d was placed in. gt'l~tin b<"tVIl"'E'n two colored 
lncl . .; cat.or electrolytes. Each in01cator PlectrolytP had one ion in 
cor:unon with t:1e electrolyte to be measurer. For example, in one experi-
tntmt he p lac"'o potassium chlori<'le in gPlatin ? and surroun·i ed the anode 
and cathode with solutions o·' co-oper chloride and potassium chromate, 
respectively. C:oppt:r chloride ar1d potassium chroma t ~,~ fulfilled t he con-
l j_+ 
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dHions that the mobilities of the 
copper and. chromate ions are l~=ss t~an 
the potassium and chloride ions, 
respectively 1 and fruther, that the 
densitiE>s of the s olut.ions are such 
hat r:uS1.2 <._ i'Cl < 1.2CrO~. If the 
butJ "JJ'lar ies are ini tally c~. ~.+ A-=B and 
C~=D, the passage of I &rnperPs for _t 
seconds will move them to some new 
posit ) ons A 1 =-B i and C i ~~D 1 o 
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Since 
iK • t _ ck • v 
---F 1000 
dividing both sides by I, it follows t hat: 
a nd similarly, 
Tk - OK·· . V • F 
Tc1 "' 
I • t • 1000 
Cc1 • V 1 • F 
I • t • 1000 
in which y: is the volume sw ept out between C--D and C 1--D 1 and V 1 
is the volume betwPen A--B and A' --B'. Since : 
c TK •• 1 - Cl • vI • F • 1 
I • t • 1:)00 
Ct:a • v • • F • Tx 
CK.V.F 
- 1 - TK V' 
., ~-
v 
Rearranging: 
and similarly, 
Tel :: V' 
V + V 1 
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(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
Hence, in this method, t he volumes swept out by the cation and anion 
are all that are require~ to determine their transference numbers. 
Mass on knew that gel atin altered the rate of movement of the ions 
but mare the err oneous assumption that the velocity of each ion would 
be i nfluenced by the same amount. 
Steele (69) greatly extended the usefulness of the method used by 
r:..a ssono Instead of employing only colored ions to locate and follow 
t he boundary, he followed the boundary by placing a light behind the 
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measuring tube and observing the discontinuity in the light at the boundary. 
That is, he utilized the difference in the refractive indices of th~ two 
s olut ions to locate and follow the junction between the indicator and the 
measured solution. This method of locating a junction between two sol-
ut i ons had been used previously by Lenz (70) and Bein (71). 
The junctions between the solutions were initially formed by im-
pri soning the solution to be measured between two partions of gelatin 
containing the indicator ions. The solution to be measured was not in 
gelatin and the boundary moved away from the gel on passing a current 
t hr ough the tube; he believed that the electro-osmotic effect accompa-
nying the use of gelatin was eliminate-d by this procedure. 
He set down the following rules for maintaining a good boundary, 
tha t is, one which moves with constant velocity under a constant potential 
dr op, or whose velocity is proportional to the potential drop. 
a. The indicator ions must have a specific velocity slower than 
that of the ion to be measured. 
b . The indicator ions must not react with the solutions being 
examined . 
c . The cell solutions must not give rise to any species of ions 
which would move more rapidly than and overtake the measured ion. 
d . The less dense solution should be placed above the heavier 
solution. 
e. The indicator solution should have a resistance not very much 
great er than that of the solution it follows. 
Steele also stated that falling boundaries are more satisfactory 
t han rising boundaries . He logically justified this statement by 
point i ng out that the indicator solution generates more heat since it has 
a higher specific resistance than the solution to be measured. For fal-
ling boundaries the indicator solution is placed above the measured sol-
uti on and the heating effect causes the indicator solution to become 
warmer and the convection currents move away from the boundary thus de-
creasing the t endency to mix. For rising boundaries, the indicator 
solution is below the measured solution and the generated heat ·causes 
it to rise with a resulting mixing of the solutions. He found that the 
convection effects could be diminished or eliminated in the rising boundary 
type by choosing the proper size of measuring tube . A small bore tube 
has a smaller temperature gradient than a large bore tube and~nds to 
dearease the flow to the solution due to convection. He was aware of the 
Kohl rausch "regulating function" and apparently applied the ratio to ad-
just the concentrations of the inaicator solutions. In one experiment 
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he attempted to measure the concentration of the indicator solution 
immediately behind the boundary by inserting two platinum wires into the 
solution and measuring its conductance. His results from this rather 
crude experiment showed qualitative agreement with the regulating ratio. 
The next important contributions to the method were made by R. B. 
Denison and Steele (72). They avoided the use of gelatin entirely 
because of (1) the electro-osmotic effect, (2) the ease with which the 
gelatin melted on passing a current through the solution, and (3) the 
impossibility of obtaining gelatin free from salt impurities. A plunger 
covered with parchment paper was placed in the apparatus at the mouth 
of the measuring tube to form an initial sharp boundary between the 
indicator solution and investigated solution. The indicator solution was 
poured on one side of the plug and the investigated solution on the other 
side. After starting the current, the plunger was slowly removed and 
the boundary progressed dawn the tube. They noted that the products from 
the electrode react.ions due to electrolysis occupy a certain volume but 
decided that this correction was outside the limits of error of their 
experiments; they estimated the accuracy of their results to be within 
one part per three-hundred. 
During the period from 1900-1910 there was some discussion as to 
whether the transference numbers measured by the moving boundary method 
gave the Hittorf transference numbers (64) or the Nernst transference 
numbers (73,74,75). In the Hittorf method the changes in concentration 
which occur around the electrodes are measured per weight of solvent. 
In the Nernst method a substance, such as sugar which is unaffected by 
the current, is placed in the cell and the changes in salt concentration 
around the electrodes are based on this substance rather than on the solvent. 
The Hittorf and Nernst methods are identical only in the case where the 
solvent itself does not move during the electrolysis. 
From a comparison of the results obtained using the Hittorf, Nernst, 
.and the moving boundary method, some authors (75,76) concluded that the 
moving boundary method gave the Nernst transference numbers. For example, 
the following data were obtained for Tel• · 
lN KCl 
lN NaCl 
Hittorf 
0.513 
0.631 
Nernst 
0.505 
0.613 
Moving B ounn ary 
0.508 
0.614 
Lash Miller (77) first pointed out that with the proper volume 
corrections in the transference numbers from the moving boundary method 
became equal to those obtained by the Hittorf method. Later, G. N. 
Lewis (78) gave these corrections a more complete treatment. He corrected 
the transference numbers found by Denison and Steele for volume changes 
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and obtained T~rl ;:; 0.513 and Tg~cl : 0.627 which are in agrPement with 
the Hittorf method. The need for this correc~iori arises from the fact 
thatJ on the passage of a current through an electrolytic solution~ volume 
changes result from ·electrode reactions and ion migra tion. In the Hittorf 
method these volume changes are taken into account as one measures the 
weight changes in concentration aroun~ the electrodes ~weight gf solvent. 
However~ in the moving boun~ary method~ one measurPs the movement of the 
boundary with respect to gradations marked on a tube. If volurre changes 
occur due to electrooe reactions and ion migration the solvent is moved 
accordingly and these changes must be taken into account if the move-
ment of the boundary with respect to a fixed amount of solvent is to be 
treated in a quantitative manner. 
L,C I 
XCI 
AgCl + e 
Consider, for examnle, a cell composed 
of a silver cathode:~ coated with silver 
chloride; a rotassium chloride leading 
sol ution; a lithium chloride innicator 
solution 1 an~ a silver anode. Assume 
the cathode end of the tube to be 
sealed an' choose a point 2£ in the 
solution as a r eference marker. On 
passing 1 amperes for ~ seconds 
through the solutionj the electrode 
rPaction: 
occurs and It/F equivalents of AgCl rlisappear while I t/F equivalents of 
Ag and Cl= anpear~ or a volume decrease of (It/F) (VAgCl -VAg = v~rl) 
occurs due to the electrode reactions9 y being the volume occupied by 
one equivalent of material. In addition, iKt/F ~ TKitjF equivalents of 
potassium ions pass by tho reference point~ !, moving toward the cathode 
while tc1It/F equivalents of chloride ions pass moving in thP opposite 
d i rectl.on. These changes :;ead to a decrease in volume of (It/F) (v~r1 T01_ 
Thus the total decrease in volume ~ Y.!_, around the cathode region 
(33) 
This vol~~e, V~, must be subtracted from the observed volume, V0 , in 
order to obtain the movemPnt of the boun ary with respect to a constant 
amount of solvent. 
Thus~ 
I 
TK ~ CKCl(V0 ~ V )(F/It) : T0 =V'CKclF/It (34) 
in which !K is the Hittorf transference number and T0 is the transference 
number observed by mPans of the moving boundary method. 
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It should be noted that the magnitude of this correction is 
relatively unimportant in dilute solutions but becomes a large 
correction in concentrated solutions. 
The above was the status of the moving boundary method until 
Macinnes and his students began their investigations. As a result 
of their improvements and the work of L. G. Longsworth the method is 
now considered the most exact way of determining transference numbers. 
In the first paper of the series, Macinnes and Smith (79) employed 
the two-boundary method but encountered difficulty in obtaining re-
producible results unless such variables as the impressed e.m.f. and 
concentrations of the indicator solutions were kept constant. For ex-
ample, in the determination of TK in O.lN KCl, using O.lN LiCl and O.lN 
KAc as indicator solutions, an ~m.f. of 135 volts gave a TK value of 
0.638 while 325 volts gave a value of 0.531. 
Although these values could be reproduced at each voltage with the 
same concentrations of potassium chloride, lithium chloride and potassium 
acetate, they did not agree with the TK value previously recorded in the 
literature. Furthermore, any variation in the concentration of the 
indicator solutions led to quite different results from those already 
given. This led the authors to the conclusion that either the con-
centrations did not adjust themsleves, as Kohlrausch had stated, or that 
the adjustment range is rather limited. If the former possibility is 
the only condition under which correct transference numbers can be ob-
tained the method would be useless as one would have to know in advance 
the transference number of the ion under observation. To study this and 
subsequent problems, they used the one-bouncary method as it is more 
easily manipulated mechanically and has fewer variables to control than 
does the two-boundary method. They found that a small adjustment range 
occurs and that within this range the transference number is independent 
of the impressed e.m.f. 
In subsequent papers Macinnes and coworkers (80,81,82) plotted ob-
served transference numbers of the investigated solutions against the 
concentrations of the indicator solutions. All graphs were of the general 
form shown below: 
I 
I A I 
1t'- O.TIASTM&IVT-t 
RANt<E I 
C' I 
CoNe.£ N TRATION oF JNOICA ro!{ 
Sot... I.( -r1o"' 
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The concentration of t he indicator solution compl:~;ing with that in 
K ohlrausch 9 s r-atio, .£..'.. 1 is usually found about midway along thP adjus tment 
range. Any conceLtraticn chosen wit.hin this ra~gl" gives the correct 
transference number independent of the imposed e .m.f o It was also found 
that the width of the adjustment range varied dep~ndent upon whether 
rising or falling boundari!"s were used; that •Elute solutions had wider 
ranges than concentrated solutions; and that th~ range was greater for 
narrow measuring tubl."s than wide ones. The latt!"r two facts were explained 
as due to heat that is devFJ1oped in the tube during the passage of a current. 
More heat is evolved in the wider t.ubes and in the concentrated solutions 
than in their direct opposites thus tending to cause mixing of the boundaries 
and destroying any adjustment that had been rnadeo 
That rising boundaries should have wider variation than falling 
boundaries may be seen by the following examples. Assume a T"ising 
boundary compos"'l'l of 0,1NK10'3 as indicator solut::ton and O.lN Kr.l as the sol-
ution under invPstigu+,ion (sf'e ~) ). '!'h., bcun-1arv .,,·Ill ri!'l~ ,.,n t.h"' naRflAO'e ot a 
(t: O.IN' · o.tN i cur~<->nt .. anr1 the inc1ir"'nt.or solution. K103 will 
<~: 1 Cl followt~ebotndaryw'th a change in concen~ ~ ( : i<CI tration correspond1ng t.o thaLJ required 
:s o.ot,N by the Kohlrausch ratio (see (b) ) • 
~ Since the densities of th~ solutions 
-.. KTO, i ~f.:: ~ are in the orrer O.lN KCl < o.o6N Kro3 < 0 olN KI03 the solutions are uncHsturbed 
1 ~ by gravity effectso On the other hand, ~I 0. /N i O./ fl ' assume a falling bounrlary consisting 
t k J 0 · k [03 of 0 .lN LiCl as indicator and 0 .lN KCl ~I 3 ! as the invAstigated solutiono The 
~ l passage of current causes the lithium (a) (b) chloride to dilute itself to 0.065N LiCl 
which corresponds to the Kohlrausch ratio. 
This leaves an unfavorable density balance and. the mora dense OolN LiCl 
solution mix~'>s with the less dense 0.065 N Ll..Cl solution. Both rising 
and falling boundaries are founo ~ however~ to giv!" E"rroneous results 
when the initial concentrations of the indicator solutions are too low. 
In practice~ the correct concentration to be USE'l~ is determined by 
a methorl of approximations. For example~ the- concentration of the solution 
being determinPd and the transference number of the inclicator solution 
are known prior to pPrforming the exp~riment; an estimate of the trans-
numbl"r of the so1ution being invPst. i gated is made 9 and the concentr a tion 
of the indicator soluUon to be used :is calculated from the Kohlraus ch 
ratio. The experiment is run and th~ transferenc"' number for the in~ 
vestigated solution is substituted into the Kohlrausch ratio thereby giving 
a new concentration of the indicator solutj on to be used. This process 
is rPpeated until the Kohlrausch ratio is founri to hold ei th"'r exactly 
or the transference number of the invPstigatr>d solution f::tils to change 
on changing the conc~ntration of th~ indicator solution. 
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After studying the above effect of the indicator solution concentration 
upon the transference number, Macinnes' group became interested in the 
effect of diffusion and convection upon a boundary formed betw een two 
miscible solutions. It was their objective to determine not only what 
effect diffusion or convection have upon the movement of the boundary 
between the indicator and investigated solutions but also to investigate 
th~ restoring effect that is set up in the moving boundary method to off-
set diffusion and convection and enable sharp boundaries to be maintained 
during the moving boundary experiment. 
The method of approach employed for the study of diffusion effects 
(83) was to begin an experiment with the indicatior solution concen-
tration properly adjusted to meet the Kohlrausch ratio requirement; allow 
the boundary to migrate down the tube; and then stop the movement of the 
boundary by stopping the current. After varying lapses of time, the current 
was again allowed to flow through the tube and the rate of movement of the 
boundary as well as its re-formation was determinPd. In one of their 
experiments they employed O.lN KMn04 as l eading solution and 0.065 N KAc 
as indicator solution. The motion of the boundary between the colored 
and colorless anions was interrupted for 30 mjnutes. At the moment the 
current was stopped the junction between the two solutions was sharp but 
after standing 30 minutes the KMn04 had diffused 3 mm. into the potassium 
acetate solution making the total 
0. Ol.!i/J 
KAc 
diffused region about 6 mm. On re-
starting the current the diffused region 
n~rrowed and by the time it had pro-
grossed to the next 1 em. graduation 
~ on the measuring tube the junction was 
r------t----+-=-:........:-::_:_--1} 3 ....... . again sharp. Furthermore, t he diffused 
boundary moved a t the same rate as the 
sharp boundary so that the only effect 
of diffusion was to widen the boundary 
between the two solu:tions. 
The action which restores the boundary to its original sharpness is 
brought about by differences in potential drops betw een the indicator 
solution and the solution under investigation; the indicator solution 
must have a greater potential drop than the solution being investigated . 
Thus, using the example of 0.065 N LiCl as indicator and O.lN KCi as the 
solution under investigation, the equivalent conductance, J1 KCl of O.lN 
KCl is 128.96; that of 0.065 N LiCl is 97.14. Therefore, from the 
relation: 
.I\ - 10001 
c 
~ 1000 
RC (35) 
in which 1 is the specific conductance of the electrolyte; B is the 
s pecific resistance -; and Q is the ·equivalents of the electrolyte; 
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the value for E for KCl is 77 ..fl. and g for LiCl is 158 Jl Hence, since 
the same current flows through both solutions, the potential drop in the 
indicator solution is greater than that in the solution under investigation. 
This is shown diagrammatically in the plot of e.m.f. against the distance 
along the measuring tube. If the faster moving potassium ions diffuse 
: LiCI [I<C/ 
back into the lithium chloride region, 
they encounter a large increase in 
e.m.f. and are immediately moved back 
toward the boundary. If the lithium 
ions diffuse into the potassium chloride 
region they encounter a lower e.m.f. 
which slows them down and the boundary 
catches up with them. Even if extensive 
diffusion is allowed to occur, and the 
potential is not sharp as shown, there 
will still remain a higher gradient 
behind any given layer in the diffuse 
zone than in front of it. Hence, if 
the 'boundary is sharp it remains sharp and if diffuse it tends to become 
sharp. 
Their study of convection effects (83) led to the same results as 
obtained by Steele (69), namely, that the heating effect causes the 
indicator solution to mix with the investig~ted solution if rising 
boundaries are used and tends to keep the boundary sharp in the falling 
boundary method. 
The above discussion has dealt with the requirements of an indicator 
solution for both rising and falling boundaries. It might be well at 
this point to summarize these requirements. (1) The indicator solution 
must be less dense than the solution to be investigated in the case of 
falling boundaries and more dense in the rising boundary experiments. 
(2) The concentration of the indicator solution must either exactly ful-
fill the Kohlrausch "regulating function" or be within the "adjustment 
range" before transference numbers can be obtained which are independent 
of the imposed e.m.f. and concentration of the indicator solution. (3) 
The mobility of the indicator ion must be less than that of the solution 
to be investigated; otherwise mixing takes place immediately. (4) Since 
the indicator solution has from the above requirements, a greater specific 
resistance than does the solution being investigated, care must be taken 
in choosing the proper size of measuring tube and current if a rising. 
boundary experiment is to be performed with accuracy. If this precaution 
is not taken mixing will occur due to convection. (5) There must be no 
chemical reaction between the two solutions forming a boundary. (6) There 
must be some difference in prop(rties between the two solutions which can 
be utilized in order to follow the progress of the boundary. Thus one of 
the ions must be a colored ion or the solutions must differ in refractive 
indices. In this latter connection, Macinnes and Cowperthwaite (83) noted 
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that boundaries betw een solutions which have l arge differences in specific 
r esistances, have more distinct boundaries t han those not possessing this 
characteristic. 
The necessity for a further correction to transference numbers, other 
than the volume correction, was first recognized by Longsworth (84) . He 
observed the anion and cation boundaries of the same solution and obtained 
the anion transference number, T-, and the cation number, ~· He noted 
that the value (1-T_) failed to agree with T~ at concentrations lower 
than 0.02N and that the divergence became great er as the concentration 
of the solute was lowered. A plot of Tf. against ~ (the cube root 
being used only for convenience) is sh~n below. The top line shows 
values of T+ obtained from the (1 - T_) values; the lower line represents 
the observed 1. values. The failure 
of the two lines to coincide is due to 
the fact that impurities in the solvent 
carry an appreciable current at these 
law concentrations. Two methods for 
correcting the results have been employed: 
(1) A correction is a ssumed which will 
bring the (1 - T_) values and the J+ 
values into coincidenceJ and (2) the 
conductance of the solution and that 
of the solvent is measured and the values 
so obtained are inserted into an ex-
·0"¢- ' 0 <-- .o-.b- pression relating these values with 
¥./Co"'crN'TRitTio~ that of the transference number sought. 
This expression was derived by Longsworth as follows: The total current, 
!, is equal to the sum of the current carried by the cation, i~, the anion 
i_j and the impurities in the solvent, ii• 
(.36) 
The current carried by i+ is equal to C+fAV+ in which_Q~ is the 
equivalents per ml of the positive ion; V~ is the velocity of the positive 
ion~ A is the cross-sectional area of the tube and r is one Frraday. 
Similarly: 
and 
i : C_FAV-
1_ = FAL,c.vi 
' l 
L 
(.37) 
(8) 
Therefore, since C+ : C_ = C in which Q is the concentration of the 
electrolyte in question; 
I : CF A (V + + V _) + FA [ C i Vi (.39) 
1-
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Multiplication of the above equation by 1+, in which 
T~ = v.;cv~ ~ v_) gives 
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T4- : CFAV+/I + FAT._ l: CiVi/I (40) 
~ 
The expression CFAV+/I equals T0 , the observed transference number. The 
s econd t erm of the above equatTon can be further altered since from Ohm's 
Law, E : IR :;: IocS/A : IS/LA in which~ is the potential drop, .!. is the 
t otal current flowing through the solution, E is the resistance of the 
s elution, A is the cross-sectional area, §. is' the length of the solution, 
~is the specific resistance, and ~ is the specific conductance. It 
fol lows that: 
L : IS/AE : I/A¢ (41) 
in which ~ is the potential gradient of the solution. 
Further, the expression F ~ CiUi gives the conductance of the solvent 
in which Ui is the mobility of ~he i th ion. Since Vi : rj> Ui the second 
t erm of the equation can be written as: 
T..,FA<}~CiUi/I = T+Lsolvent/L solution 
L. 
Thus, equation (40) can be written as: 
T+ = To ~ T+Lsolvent/Lsolution 
(42) 
(43) 
The apparatus us ed by Macinnes and Longsworth durin~ the period of 
1923 through 1938 showed gradual · improvements in design {85). From the 
equation for obtaining transference numbers: 
T : CVF 
1000 It (43) 
it is s een that the current, .!., the time, 1, and the volume, y, r equire 
me asurement. In their first experiments the current flowing through the 
cell was supplied by a bank of batteries and was kept constant by inserting 
a resistance box into the circuit and changing the resistors by hand regula-
t i on. Their final a pparatus consisted of a motor actuated by a photo-
electric cell and vacuum tube relay which automatically maintained the 
current constant to 0.02%. The magnitude of the current was found by 
measuring the potential drop across a standard resistor using a 
potentiometer. Hartley and Donaldson (86) used an electrically controlled 
constant current supply . In the operation of their apparatus the current 
flowing through the moving boundary apparatus was made the plate current 
.of a pentode tube. Similar electronically controlled devices were also 
us ed by Bender and Lewis (87) and LeRoy and Gordon (88); these vacuum tube 
controllers held the current constant to about 1%. 
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Macinnes and Longsworth (85) measured the time by a magnetic counter 
operated by a pendulum and photoelectric cello The volume through which 
the boundary moved was mPasured by calibrating the measuring tube with 
mercury. The boundary was observed with a cathetometer and lamp taking 
advantage of the different refractive indices of the two solutions. The 
junction between the indicator and measured solution was formed by a 
shearing boundary apparatus consisting of two glass discs. To one disc 
was attached the electrode chamber containing the indicator solution; to 
the other disc was attached the measuring tube filled with the investigated 
solutiono To form the boundary the discs were rotated so that the elec-
trode chamber and measuring tube were superimposed. 
A different method of forming a boundary is the nautogenic" boundary 
first used by Franklin and Gady (89), and later refined by Longsworth (84) 
and Gady (90). This consisted of a metal anode, such as mercury, candmium 
or silver, placed at the bottom of the measuring tube; the investigated 
solution is poured on top of the anode. On passing a current through the 
tube a boundary is formed by the investigated solution and the products 
from the electrolysis at the anode. For example, using a cadmium anode 
and potassium chloride as the investigated solution the boundary is formed 
between . the potassium chloride and cadmium chloride. The indicator sol-
ution concentration at the boundary automatically adjusts itself to the 
Kohlrausch ratio (90). 
A third method of forming a boundary was developed by Hartley, Drew 
and Collie (91). They used an air bubble to separate the indicator and 
measur·ed solutions. This bubble was removed through a side tube on passing 
the current through the measUring tube. Their method was rather ingenious 
in that they used the Kohlrausch ratio to obtain the transference numbers 
of slow moving ions in a moving boundary cell. The concentration of the 
following ion was determined by conductivity methods. The boundary was 
ke pt stationary by a pistion inserted in the measuring tube, which was 
moved in a counter-direction to that of the boundary. This piston pushed 
the indicator solution having the Kohlrausch concentration, into a 
conductivity cell where its conductivity was measured. 
B. Experimental 
1. Chemicals 
a) Purity of the ~ earths. See page 19. 
b) Preparation of the solutions. See page 19. The indicator sol-
ution used throughout the determinations of the transference numbers was 
lithium chloride. A standard stock solution was prepared by adding 
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redistilled hydrochloric acid to a solution of C.P. lithium carbonate 
until the pH of the solution reached a valuP of 6.6 (92). The normality 
of this stock solution was determined by taking aliquots, converting the 
chloride to sulfate~ igniting to 8ooo C., and weighing. Dilutions were 
made from this stock solution. 
2. Anparatus 
The "shearing bou..11dary" type of apparatus was employed in the deter-
mination of the transference numbers since it is much easier to ·clean than 
is the "autogenic " type and gives more accurate values than does the 
"balanced boundary" method. 
The "shearing boundary" apparatus consisted of (1) an electrolytic 
cell, (2) a timer, (3) an apparatus for observing the boundary formed 
between the indicator solution and the solution un~er investigation, and 
(4) a constant current apparatus. Each of these component parts will be 
considered in detail. 
The electrolytic cell differed from that employed by Macinnes and 
Longsworth (85) only in the method of forming the boundary between the 
indicator solution a.nd the solution under investigation. A hollow plug 
stop-cock was employed to replace their two~disc system since the stop-
cock arrangement is much easier to construct, manipulate and clean. Stop-
cocks of somewhat different design have been used by LeRoy ana Gordon (88). 
The cell consisted of two compartments separated by a hollow plug 
st.op=cock. (See Figures 6 and 7 .) The right-hand compartment in Figure 6 
contained the indicator solution and the anode; the left~hand compartment 
contained tte rare earth chloride solution and the cathode. A graduated 
measuring tube was part of the cathode compartment. The anode was cadmium 
metal. It was prepared by mflting cadmium in a test tube and inserting 
an 8 mm. glass tube containing copper wire into the molten metal. The 
metal was allowed to cool an1 the test tube was broken away from it giving 
the electrore a bullet-shaped appearance. The other end of the glass 
tube was inserted through a 29/42 stanctard taper male plug. The cathode 
was a silver~silver chloride elPctrode purchased from the Klett Manufacturing 
Co. It consisted of a silver tube which scrPwed into a silver cylinder 
coated witl-> 'silver chloride. Around this cylinder were attached alernate 
layers of flat and of corrugated strips of sheet silver wound in spiral 
form and coated with silver chloriC!e. Tl1P silver tube was inserted 
through a glass tube containing a standard taper male plug similar to the 
cadmium anode.. ThP glass was sealed to the silver by means of sealing 
wax. 
Each ~lectrode compartment contained a 29/42 standard tauer female 
joint~ a side arm with an attach~d stop~cock~ and a glass cup. The male 
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Fig. 6--Aaaembled electrolytic cell. 
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Fig. 7--Component parts of electrolytic cell. 
plugs on the electrodes fitted iYJto the female joints; the side arms 
served as outlets for the solutions which t?xpancied when thP assembled 
apparatus was placed i:l the water bath; and the cups (shown in the lower 
right hand corner of Figure 7) kept the products, produced by the elec-
trode reactions~ separated from the moving boundary. The anode compartment 
was sealPd to the jarge end of the hollow plug stop-cock o A granuated 
measuring tube was calibratec1 with mercury by the method recommended by 
Longsworth (84) o The cathode compartment was sealed to the open end of 
the measuring tube after the calibration. Two such electrolytic vessels 
were made; one with a 5 mmo bore measuring tube, and the other with a 
3. 5 mm. mPasuring tube o The 1< rw' bore tube VIas employPd with the dilute 
solutions (from approximately O.Ol5N to 0.007N solutions) and the small 
tube was used with solutions whose concentrations were in thf' range of 
0 .Ol5N to O.lN. 
Macinnes and Lon~sworth (85) employed a pendulum to measure the time 
required for the boundary to move between two marks on the graduated 
measuring tube. However, it was found that stop-watches, which were 
checked on a Western Electric Time Rate Recorder and shown to be ac-
curate to within 4~5 seconds for a 24~hour period~ permitted an overall 
accuracy of 0.1% in the measurement of transference numbers. Two stop-
watches, set in juxtaposition in the side of a box, were employed for this 
purpose. The top of the cox was hinged at the back edge; the front edge 
extended over the crowns of the watches and rested upon them. The watches 
were stopped or started by pressing on the top of the box. In a deter~ 
mination, the watches were set at zero time by the re-set pin situated 
at the side of the crown o When the bou..11.dary between the rare earth chloride 
an~ the lithium chloride pass~d the first graduation mark on the measuring 
tube the watches were started; on~ wa"tGh was then stopped and re-set to 
zero; the other was allowed to continue. When the boundary reached the 
second graduation the top of :he box was pressed downward causing the 
watch whi~~ had been runnir.g to be stopred and the other watch to start 
recording t,irr,e. The time for the boundary to move between graduation 
marks was rr~corrled, the stopped watch was re~set to zero and the process 
repeated each time the boundary reached a graduation mark on the tube. 
?he method of locating and following the boundary between the in-
dicator solution and the rare earth chloride solution depended upon 
the difference in refractive indices of the two solutions (70, 71). The 
movi::1g boundary apparatus was placed in the water bath. A telescope was 
placsd on one side of the bath and a light source on the other side. The 
l]ght so~rce was an electric lamp enclosed in a metal box which contained 
a slit which was covered with a frosted glass cover. The box was mounted 
in a shaft and connected to a reversiblP motor by a strong piece of twine. 
A switch controlling thP motor wa5 placed within reach of the operator. 
The boundary was viewed through the telescope by focusing on the measuring 
tube a.nd moving the lamp up or down until the sharp black boundary became 
evident in the tubeo The line became visible when the critical angle 
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for total reflection was reacbP-d. Vii th solutions approximately 0 .lN to 
0.05N the boundary could be seen with the naked eye; with solutions of 
lower concentration the telescope was the only means for locating the 
boundary and at concentrations of about 0.007 N the lower limit of boundary 
visibility was reached. The assembled apparatus is shown in Figure 8. 
The current which flowed through the electrolytic cell was maintained 
at a constant value by means of an electronic apparatus designed by 
Dr. James Palmer, Stanley Ball and Albert Read of the Iowa State C·ollege 
Institute of Atomic Research. Although Macinnes and his associates 
{80~81,82 1 85) used a mechanical apparatus to control the current 1 more 
recent experimenters (87~88) have employed electronic devjces for this 
purpose. The apparatus used in the work reported in this thesis consisted 
of a constant voltage supply and two pentode tubes which maintained the 
current constant to about 0.05%. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in 
Figure 9. The essential features of this apparatus are as follows~ The 
transference cell was inserted in the position marked "To Load n in the 
diagram. As the moving boundary progressed down the measuring tube of 
the cell 1 the resistance .of the solution increased due to the indicator 
electrolyte displacing the electrolyte being measured; this caused a de-
crease in potential drop across the 6L6 pentode tube which produced a 
slight decrease in its plate current. The lowering of the plate cur-
rent caused a slight decrease in potential drop across the 6000.11 variable 
resistor and, consequently 1 a lowering in potential of the 6SJ7 control 
grid. This decrease leads to a rise in potential of the 616 control grid 
and a subsequent increase of current through the 6L6 tube which brings 
the system back to its original condition. 
A standard resistor was placed in series with the• moving boundary 
cell to measure the current flowing through the transference apparatus. 
This resistor was calibrated hv thA Bureau of Standards ann comoare1 
against a series of other Bureau of Standards Resistors. A Rubicon 
Type B High Precision Potentiom~ter, in series with an automatic Brown 
Recorder, was placed across the standard resistor. The potentiometer 
vvas set to measure all but about 10 millivolts potential drop across 
the resistor; the remaining voltage was recorded by the Brown recorder. 
'l 
..)o Results 
a) Procedure. To determine a transference number the transference 
cell was cleaned with hot cleaning solution and thoroughly washed with 
twice-distilled water. The hollow plug stop-cock was lubricated with 
Silicone grease and inserted. The rare earth chloride compartment 
of the cell 9 along with the electrolytic cups, were rinsed four times 
with tte chlorid~ solution and then filled to the level of the stop-cock. 
The stop-cock was tur>non to the "off" position; the compartment was 
f:5lled with the rare earth d1Joride ::; elution; and the cadmium electrode 
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Fig. 8--Apparatus assembly employed for the determination 
of transference numbers. 
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Fig. 9--Constant current apparatus. 
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was inserted. The lithium chloride compartment, was rinsed out w.i th 
water, followed by four washings with the lithium chloride solution to 
be used. The concentration of the ~ithilli~ chloride was estimated from 
the Kohlrausch ratio. The transference numbers used for lithium in 
lithium chloride were obtained from the data of Longsworth (84). 
If, after determining the transference number of the rare earth 
constituent~ it were fotmd that thG concentration of lithium chloride 
failed to agree with the Kohlrausch ratio within 5=10%:~ the concentration 
was changed until the regulating function was validated. 
The electrolytic cup was placed in the compartment~ the lithium 
chloride solution was adied and the silver~·silver chloride electrode 
inserted. The standard taper joints attached to the electrodes were 
lubricated with Silicone grease. The outside of the apparatus was 
washed with distilled water and dried to remove aiy salts adhering to 
the walls. 
The assembled cell was then placed in the water bath~ regulated 
to 25~ 0.02° Coj and temperature equilbrium attained. The electrodes 
were connected to the constant current apparat'.ls by rubber-insulated 
leads in such a manner that the cadmium electrode served as the anode 
and the silver~silver chloride electrode as the cathode. The compart= 
ment containing the caclmiuJn electrode was made the closed side of the 
cell and volume corrections were made accordinglyo 
From th~ dimensions of the compartments and the measuring tube 1 
as well as a knowledge of the conductances of the rare earth chloride 
and lithium chloride solutions 1 rough calculations were made to estimate 
the optimum operating current so that the boundary would move at a rate 
of about 1 em per three to five minutes o The variable resistor in the 
constant current apparatus was placed at the desired value; the potenti-
aneter was set to measure all but from 0~12 milliYol ts of this e .m.f o 
and the remaining potential drop was recorded by the automatic Brown 
recorder. The current was turned to the "on" position and the stop~ 
cock turned to allow the current to flow through the cell. 
The boundary between the rare earth chloride and the lithium chloride 
solution was located by means of' the telescope and lamp arrangement, 
t.he t.imes required for the boundary to move between the calibration 
marks on the measuring tube were recorded by two stop~watches. 
b) E:x]?erimental data o The results for one of' the determinations 
are shown in Table 8. Usually two such determinations were made for 
each concentration except the most dilute.concentration; due to the 
eye stra1.n involved only one determination was performed on the most 
r'lilute concentrationo 
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Table 8 
Typical Determination of Transference Numbers Using 
the 0.01581 N SamBric Chloride Solution 
Time in Current in Volume in Tsm 
seconds milliamperes cc. 
2067.9 1.701 1.0587 0.4593 
2499.2 1.700 1.2801 0.4596 
2910.0 1.700 1.4898 0.4594 
3015.3 1. 700 1.5440 0.4595 
2404.3 1. 700 1.2306 0.4593 
2815.2 1.700 1.4403 0.4591 
2920.5 1.700 1.4945 . 0.4592 
2691.8 1.700 1.3792 0.4599 
2797.1 1.700 1.4334 0.4599 
2602.0 1.700 1.3345 0.4603 
Average 0.4596 
The operation of the apparatus was checked using lanthanum chloride 
as the standard. Lon ::;sworth and Macinnes (11) had previously determined 
the transference numbers of this rare earth chloride. The data obtained 
are shown in Table 9 . Figure 10 compares the r esults of this laboratory 
wi th those of tae above authors. 
The transference numbers for samaric chloride, europic chloride, 
and ytterbic chloride solutions are shown in Tables 10, 11, and 12, 
respectively. Figure 11 graphically compares the results for all four 
of the rare earth chlorides. Column 5 of these tables gives. the volume 
correction, which is: 
CL\V "'~C~-
1000 1000 
in which the partial molal volumes (in ml.) are~ 
Vcdcl2 = 23.24 + 8. 82 (Molality )t 
VCd = 13.0 
VLaCl3 - 19.8 
VSmClJ :: 16.5 
(44) 
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Table 9 
Cation Transference Numbers for Lanthanum Chloride at 25° C. 
Normality (Normality) t TT T"' Volume Solvent T"' (uncor- (average) Cor- Cor- (cor-
rected) recti on recti on rected) 
0.09933 0.3152 0.4391 0.4391 -0.0003 0.0001 0.4389 
0.4391 
0.04967 0.2229 0.4491 0.4491 -0.0002 0.0001 0.4490 
0.4491 
0.02483 0.1576 0.4558 0.4558 -0.0001 0.0002 0.4559 
0.01242 0.1114 0.4601 0.4603 0.0000 0.0003 0.4606 
0.4604 
0.009030 0.09503 0.4624 0.4624 o.oooo 0.0005 0.4629 
0.006209 0.07880 0.4638 0.4638 o.oooo 0.0007 0.4645 
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Fig. 10--Comparison of cation transference numbers of 
lanthanum chloride at 25°C. 
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Table 10 
Cation Transference Numbers for Samaric Chloride at 25° C. 
Normality (Normality)t T"' T~ Volume Solvent T~ (uncor- · (average) Cor- Cor- (cor-
rected) recti on recti on rected) 
0.09486 0 • .3080 0.4401 0.4403 -0.0004 0.0000 0.4.399 
0.4405 
0.07905 0.2812 0.44.32 0.443.3 ~0.0003 0.0000 0.4430 
0.4434 
0.0474.3 0.2178 Oo4507 0.4508 -0 .0002 0 .0001 0.4507 
0.4508 
0.01581 0.1257 0.4596 0.4597 =0.0001 0 .0002 0.4598 
0.4598 
0.009486 0.09740 0.46.37 0.4634 0.0000 0.000.3 0.4637 
0.4630 
0 .007905 0.08891 Oc4644 0 .46L.4 o.oooo 0.0004 0.4648 
.. ~
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Table 11 
Cation Transference Numbers for Europic Chloride Solutions at 25° C. 
Normality (Normality)t r ... T.., Volume Solvent T.a. (uncor- (average) Cor- Cor- (cor-
rected) recti on recti on rected) 
0.1056 0.3249 0.4357 0.4357 -0.0004 o.oooo 0.4353 
0.09198 0.3033 0.4375 0.4375 -0.0004 o.oooo 0.4371 
0.07665 0.2769 0.4404 0.4404 -0.0003 o.oooo 0.4401 
0.07539 0.2746 0 .. 4417 0.4417 -0.0003 0.0000 0.4414 
0.04599 0.2145 0.4484 0.4485 -0.0002 0.0001 0.4484 
0.4485 
0.03016 0.1737 0.4520 0.4520 -0.0001 0.0001 0.4520 
0 . 01533 0 .1238 0.4585 0.4585 -0.0001 0.0002 0.4586 
0 .4584 
0.01056 0.1027 0.4605 0.4605 o.oooo 0,;0002 o.4f;IJ7 
0.007665 0.08755 0.4620 0.4620 o.oooo 0.0004 0.4624 
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Table 12 
Cation Transference Numbers for Ytterbic Chloride Solutions at 25° c. 
Normality (Normality)i- T+ T-t Volume Solvent TT (uncor- (average) Cor- Cor- (cor-
rected) recti on recti on rected) 
0.1038 0.3222 0.4228 0.4228 -0.0004 0.0000 0.4224 
0.06919 0.2630 0.4306 0.4305 -0.0003 0.0001 0.4303 
0.4304 
0.05189 0.2278 0.4346 0.4348 -0 .oo 02 0.0001 0.4347 
0.4349 
0.03460 0.1860 0.4408 0.4405 -0.0001 0.0001 0.4405 
0.4401 
0.01038 0.1019 0.4494 0.4492 o.oooo 0.0003 0.4495 
0.4490 
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Fig. 11--Cation transference numbers of lanthanum chloride, 
samarium chloride, europium chloride, and ytterbium chloride 
at 25°C. 
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VYbC13 - 14.4 
The data for VCdCl2 and Vcd were taken from the International 
Critical Tables (93). The values for VLaClJ were calculated from the 
density data of Jones and Stauffer (94) using the expression: 
v2 : M2 - 1ooo ~ .P ;dC.UL 
f"' Cm (d f Cm) (45) 
in which M2 is the molecular weight of the rare earth chloride, f is 
the density of the solution and em is the molar concentration. 
Equation (45) was used for the calculation of the partial molal 
volumes of samaric 1 europic and ytterbic chlorides. The densities 
employed for this calculation were determined with a 50 ml. pycnometer 
and were found to fit the following expressions for concentrations up 
to 0.2N. 
.Psme13 ~ 0.99707 ~ 0.2403 em 
9 :: 0.99707 ~ 0.2423 em EuCl., 
..,J 
S' Ybel:3 ~ 0.99707 oi> 0.2650 em 
These riensity expressions were not fitted to the conventional density 
equation (95) z 
(46) 
in which A and~ are constants, since the range studied was too small 
to permit an accurate evaluation of the constant ~. The density ex-
pressions~ however~ are sufficiently accurate to permit their use in 
the calculation of the small volume correction which occurs in the 
determination of transference nrunbers. They are also of sufficient 
accuracy for use in converting molarities tc ~nolalities. The determination 
of more accurate density data over a much wider range is being undertaken 
in these laboratories at the present time (96). 
In the expression for the partial molal volume of cadmium chloride, 
the equivalent concentration of cadmium chloride was assumed to be 
equal to that of the rare .earth chloride (84). 
.. . 
The solvent corn~ction~ T-o. (kH2 cy'k solution), is given in Column 6 
of the tables. The specific conductances of the solutions were calculated 
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from the equivalent conductances shown in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. The 
specific conductances of the water used to prepare the solutions was 
determined for each solution. 
C. Discussion of Results 
L Estimated~~ 
The standard deviation in the set of observations shown in Table S 
is 0.0003. This measure of the dispersion arises from errors in the 
measurement of the time, the volume, and the current. The estimation 
of the . time required ·for the boundary to move between two calibrated 
marks on the measuring tube is the major contributor to this deviation, 
especially at the lower concentrations where the boundary becomes less 
distinct. The current was more accurately measured than either of the 
other two variables. 
The uncertainty in the exact composition of the solutions is the 
largest error that occurs in the measurements of transference numbers. 
This error should not be l~rger than 0.1% since the solutions were 
prepared by weighing the anhydrous rare earth chlorides before adding 
them to a calibrated volumetric flask, and the concentration of the 
resulting solutions were checked by gravimetric determinations. The 
results of these two methods were in agreement within 0.1%. 
a) Comparison with theory. The limiting slope required by the 
Onsager theory (l y 97) for transference numbers of the cation of binary 
electrolytes is given by the expression: 
T.s, :: T~0 '~" G 
(47) 
in which Q is 60.19 for water at 25° C.; T+0 is the limiting cation 
transference number; ~ is the transference number at the equivalent 
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concentration~ Q; J\o the limiting conductance; ~ is total number 
of ions into which the electrolyte dissociates; and f Zt-1 and I Z-/ 
are the magnitudes of the valences of the cation and anion of the 
electrolyte. The value for T~o is obtained from the relation: 
(48) 
These T~0 values for the rare earth ions studied are shown in Table 13. 
A plot of the limiting Onsager slope for lanthanum chloride is shown in 
Table 13 
Cation Transference Numbers at Infinite Dilution 
hare Earth Salt 
Lanthanum chloride 
Samarium chloride 
Europium chloride 
Ytterbium chloride 
0.4775 
0.4732 
0.4706 
0.4605 
Figure 10. It is evident that the data do not merge with the 
theoretical line even at the highest dilutions. This failure of the · 
theory to follow the experimental data seems to be true for polyvalent 
electrolytes in general. This fact is especially surprising since the 
conductances of most of the polyvalent electrolytes do obey the Onsager 
conductance equation remarkably well. The other rare earth chlorides 
sutdied in this thesis show a similar deviation from the Onsager limiting 
slope . As yet no satisfactory explanation has been offered for this 
anomaly although it is hoped that the accumulation of i ata of this sort 
might be helpful in determining the cause of this deviation. On the 
other hand, it has been found that for most uni-univalent electrolytes 
(the nitrates being exceptions) the experimental data merge with the 
transference number theoretical slopes at concentrations of about 0.003 N. 
Further, as is expected, the Onsager conductance equation is obeyed. 
Attention should hP. brought +.o the fact that samRric chloride 
shows slightly higher values in transference numbers (see Figure 11) 
and slightly lower values in conductance measurements than does 
lanthanum chloride (s ee Figure 3). Although this difference of order 
of samarium and lanthanum could readily be explained as due to an error 
in the concentration of the samaric chloride solutions, this is not 
believed to be the case since fourseparate analyses were made on the 
samaric chloride solutions and all of the results checked with the 
original analysis of the sample. 
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V. ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 
A. Review of the Literature 
lo Definitions 
G. N. Lewis (98) first introduced the term "activities" so that 
certain thermodynamic expressions derived for ideal solutions would 
become applicable to non-ideal solutions.· He defined an ideal solution 
(99) as one in which the fugacity of each constituent is proportional 
to the mole fraction of that constituent, or, 
(49) 
in which _f i is the fugaci ty of the ith constituent, N· is its mole 
_! 
frac~ion, and k is a constant at a given temperature and pressure. 
From the definition of fugacity: 
df4--i : RT d ln § i (50) 
in which .A i is the chemical potential (or partial molal free energy) 
of the ith consitiuent, it follows that for an i eal solution: 
d )A i : RT d ln kNi :: RT d ln Ni (51) 
Application of this equation to actual solutions showed that while 
some solutions approximated it very closely, others, particularly strong 
e'ectrolytes, were in complete disagreement. 
The rational activity coefficient, f i 1 of the ith c9nstituent 
of an actual solution was defined as: 
d jJ.. i = RT d ln f i .Ni (52) · 
in which f i _, 1 as N1 ~ 1 (subscr'ipt 1 r efers to the soJvent). The ' 
t erm, f i Ni, was called the acti~ity of the ith constituent and given 
the symbol, ai. This equation is applicable to all solutions and ~ 
becomes a measure of the deviation of the lth constituent from ideality. 
In dealing with strong electrolytes it is cortmon practive to express 
the composition of the solution in terms of molalities or molarities 
and rarely the mole fraction . This has led to the introduction of molal 
and molar activities and of molal and molar activity coefficients. These 
' 
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coefficients are related to each other according to the following 
equations (100): 
(53) 
Lf i = fi Nl .Po h 1- M2m2 + M3m3 1- ••• ~ (54) 
.f L 1000 1000 J 
in which ~i is the molal activity coefficient, ~i i s t he molar a ctivity 
coefficient; m2, ~' are the molalities of components 2, 3, ••• ; 
and _? 0 and ~ refer to the density of the pure solution and of the 
s olutionj respectively. 
For strong electrolytes, the chemical potential of t he ele ctrolyte 
as a whole , ;U2, is taken to equal the sum of the chemical potentials 
of its constituent ions, thus: 
(55) 
i n which~ and ~- are the number of pos itive and negative ions, 
respectively, obtained from one molecule of t he ith electrolyte . 
and 
0 ,. • 
... . 
Hence: 
y \) v.,. l)-
D- .- rn m- - a 2 + -
(56) 
(57 
(58) 
The geometrical mean of these latter quantities are t er med t he 
mean molal activity coeiricients, the mean molalities and t he mean molal 
a ctivities, respectively. That is, the meRn values are: 
v .: (v II+ v l)_)f:;+ rV- ' - ( m 11-r v_) f/t;+- 'f' J.,l_ ' 
a.t o. ,_ J Tnt: - + m_ ) 
(59) 
' 
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2 o Determination of activi1Y coefficients from cells with transference 
The determination of activity coefficients from the potentials 
of concentration cells with transfe~ence will be discussed in detail. 
Adequate references are given for other experimental methods which are 
used to determine activity coefficients (63~ 101 9 102 9 103) o 
The theory fundamental to the determination of activities from 
concentration cells with transference can be understood by considering 
the cell: 
AgCl, Ag 
in which the electrodes are reversible to the chloride ion. RC13 (Cref) 
and RC13 (C) denote two different molar concentrationss Cref and Q, respec-
tively, of the same rare earth chloride e Cr f · d t b 
__!L l.S assume o e greater than Q. 
On passing one faraoay of electricity through the cell~ T~/3 moles 
of the ,li constituent move across the "liquid junction" from left to 
right . At the same time T = moles of chloride moves from right to left 
while 1 l}lole of chloride is formed at the right-hand ele~trode and 
c onsumed at the left-hand electrode. The net result is the gain of 
!aLl moles of li and (1 = T=) or T~ moles of chloride in the right-
hand compart ment. This is equivalent to removing T~/3 moles of RC13 
from the more concentrated solut ion 9 Cref 9 and adding it to the dilute 
solution ~ .Q. 
The differential free energy of dilution for this change is: 
dF ~ T~ R~ d ln a2 (60) 
3 
in whi ch E i s the free energy 9 T~ is the cation transference number; 
R is the gas constantj I is the temperature; and a2 is the activity of 
the r are earth chloride. 
From equation (60) and the relation ~ dF :: -n.1dE ~ -J'dE, when 
n = 1 9 the above relationship can be written as: 
dE ~ = 4 RT [d ln 2'!f C t d ln y~ 1 (61) 
T*" ~ ::?-
Since the transference numbers are functions of the concentration 
it is expedient at this point to define the quantity___!__, (12) as: 
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(62) 
in which Tref is the cation transference number of the rare earth chloride 
solution whose molar concentration is Cref. 
Thus, equation (61) becomes: 
(63) 
Integra.ting 
C re:f 
-c 
-
3 :t- [£~ ar 
(~ 1 o3). 'IRT () 
I.) (64) 
From a measurement of the e .m.f. of a cell containing the RCl3 (Cref) 
and RC13 (C) solutions, the first twoE values on the right hand side 
of the equation are obtained • The [ J c/ £ term is obtained by 
a graphical integration. From a series of e.m.f. measurements made 
be tween the RC13 (Cref) solution and various RCl3 (C) solutions, ratios 
between the values of y± and the y± (ref ) for the Cref so;tution are ob-
tained. 
In order to determine the values of 1± and y!(ref) instead of t he 
ratio between the two, the method of Brown and Macinnes (104) is used. 
In this method recourse is had to the Debye-Hu'ckel theory (2). The 
~ebye-Huckel equation is: 
log y! : -A Vc - l og (~o/,., + 
1 .a. a 0 BVc fH 2o 
(65) 
where A and ~ are constants at a given temperature; ~~ is the closest 
distance of approach of the ions; Q is the molar concentration of the 
electrolyte; an the last term on the right is the conversion factor 
for .f::! to L!_. As this term is quite small in the concentration range 
studied, it was dropped in subsequent calculations. 
By subtracting log Y:(ref) f rom both sides of the equation and 
adding and subtracting a 0B {Clog y! (ref) from the r i ght-hcnd side of 
' ' 
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the equation the above Debye-Huckel equation can be arranged to: 
log y!jy! (ref) + A Vc .. - log y! (ref) - a "B (log y± (ref) 
~log ytiy!(ref)) {C: (66) 
A plot of [log y!jy1(ref) ~A r-~ against {log yt(ref) 
~ log ytjyt (ref)] Vc (67) 
gives a straight line with a slope of -aCe and an intercept of 
~log Y~(ref)o The correct value of log Y~(ref) is obtained by adjusting 
its value in [log ytjyt(ref) ~log yi(ref~{C until it agrees with 
the intercept value on the plot. 
From a knowledge of the value of log y±(ref)' the values of log yt 
can be computed from those found for the expression log ~/yt(ref) in 
equation (64) o 
Before using this method to determine activity coefficients it must 
be ascertained that the measured potentials of the concentration cells 
are (1) dependent only on the concentrations of the solutions in contact 
·with the electrodes~ and (2} independent of the distribution of the 
concentration gradients at the junction of the solutions. Since concen-
trations cells with transference have been subjected to experimentation 
since 1900 (105) much evidence has been presented to show that these 
two requirements are fulfilled. 
Cumming and Gilchrist (106) first showed that reproducible potentials 
were obtained if the liquid junction was formed in a tube which had an 
inside diameter of at least 4 mm. V.rith smaller tubing the results are 
erratic and non~reproducible. This feature of forming reproducible 
liquid junctions was later confirmed by Macinnes and Parker (107) and 
by Lewis 9 Brighton and Sebastian (108). 
In the work of Macinnes ancr Beattie (109) 9 dei3-ling with transference 
numbers obtained fr6m cells with transference and without transference1 
the liquid junctions between the concentrated solution and the dilute 
solution were formed by interposing a solution of concentration inter-
medi.ate between the two . Their data showed that from the junctions thus 
formed 9 the potentials of the cell remained con~tant with no perceptible 
change for several hours and seldom decreased more than 0.1 millivolt 
in 24 hours. They state that · 
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The one condition necessary for the formation of a 
reproducible liquid junction between two differently 
concentrated solutions of the same electrolyte is 
the maintenance of a concPntration gradient at all 
points between the strong and dilute solutions at 
values which are neither negative or zero, i.e., the 
concentration must either be constant or steadily 
decrease. If this condition is fulfilled the 
potential is independent of the distances through 
which the mixing of the two solutions takes place. 
In addition, it is, of course, necessary that the 
solutions around the electrodes remain constant in 
composition. 
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Brown and Macinnes (104) offered further substantiation of the 
fact that the potentials of concentration cells depend only on the 
concentrations of the solutions in contact with the electrodes and 
are independent of the concentration gradients at the junctions of the 
solutions. The reproducibility of their cell measurements were of 
the same order as that of the electrodes and, further, the potentials 
of the cells were constant within a few thousandths of a millivolt. 
By using cells, such as: 
Ag AgCl \ NaCl(O.lM) 
and 
Ag AgCl I NaCl(O.lM) 
NaCl{0.2M) : NaCl(O.OLJ,l),AgCl Ag 
NaCl(O.ll1) : NaCl(0.04M)lAgCl Ag 
they found the potentials for the two cells to be identical within 
Oo003 millivolts. The potentials were additive, i.e., thP sum of the 
potentials for the molality ranges 0.1 to 0.05 and 0.05 to 0.01 were 
equal, within expreimental error, to thP potential for the range from 
0.1 to 0.01 molal. 
The above paper by Brown and Macinnes represents the first ap-
plication of concentration cells with transference for the de termination 
of activity coefficients. Prior to this, such cells had been used in 
conjunction with concentration cells without transference for the purpose 
of obtaining transference numbers (107, 109, 110, 111). However, trans-
ference numbers obtained in this manner are not of a sufficiently high 
degree of accuracy to permit their correlation with e.m.f. data for 
the calculation of activity coefficients. 
The concentra:tion cell method has some distinct advantages over 
the other procedures which have been used to determine activity coef-
ficients. It is superior to the freezing point, boiling point and vapor 
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pressure metho1s in that the prec1s1on of the measurements does not 
decrease rapidly with decreasing concentration of the solutions o Further, 
since the measurements are isothermal~ the determinations can be made 
at any temperature at which the existence of the cell is possible; this 
is not true for the freezing point and boiling point methods. 
The disadvantage of the method is that the electrodes of the cell 
must be reversible to one of the ions of the electrolyte involved o Thus, 
the .activity coefficients for such electrolytes as the rare earth chlorides, 
bromides~ iqdides~ and sulfates can be found by this method, whereas 
the activity coefficients for the nitrates~ and perchlorates can not 
be obtained since reversible electrodes are not at present available 
for these latter ions. 
The apparatus required for the e.m.f. measurements of these cells 
is relatively simple. The cell must be designed so that the liquid 
junction between the concentrated and dilute solutions canbe made and 
the electrodes must be situated so that diffusion does not alter the 
composition of the solutions surrounding them. Various methods have 
been employed to form the junctions ranging from merely dipping a 
tube containing the dilute solution into a container filled with the 
more concentrated solution (107) to a somwwhat elaborate shearing 
boundary apparatus (104). 'rhis shearing boundary apparatus was described 
under the topic of transference numbers. The potentials of the cells 
a.re measured by a highly precise potentiometer. 
B. Expreimental 
1. Chemicals 
a) Purity of ~ ~ earths. See page 19. 
b) Preparation of~ solutions. See page 19. 
2. Apparatus 
An assembled concentration cell used for measuring t he potentials 
of the rare earth chloride solutions is shown at the left in Figure 12. 
The silver-silver chloride electrodes 9 inserted in +.he left-hand cell 
in Figure 12, were prepared by the recommended procedure of the Bureau 
of Standards (112) o Platinum gauzej lcm. by 0.5 em.~ was spot-welded 
onto a platinum wire which~ in turn, was sealed into a pyrex tube 
containing a 10/30 male standard taper joint. The gauze was cleaned 
in boiling nitric acid~ rinsed thoroughly in conductivity water and 
covered with silver ox~deo The silver oxide was prepared by adding a 
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Fig. 12--Concentration cells with transference. 
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dilute solution of sodium hydroxide to a solution of silver nitrate. 
Th e resulting silver oxide was washed 30 to 40 times with boiling twice-
distilled water and then liberally applied to the platinum gauze. The 
covered gauze was heated to 400° C. for about four hours to convert 
the silver oxide to silver metal. More silver oxide was applied and 
the process repeated until the gauze was completely covered with silver. 
The pyrex tube was filled with clean mercury and the silver electrode 
was electrolyzed in 1 N redistilled hydrochloric acid for 45 minutes 
using a current of 8 rna per electrode. A platinum flag was used for 
the cathode. Some platinum spirals were also employed instead of the 
gauze: these electrodes were given the a1me treatment as that discussed 
above. 
After the electrolysis the silver-silvPr chloride electrodes were 
rinsed in twice-distilled water; connected together by copper wire' and 
allowed to soak at least one day in a 0.1 N potass ium chloride solution 
to remove strains in the silver. 
It is important to note that all of the chemicals used in preparing 
silver-silver chloride electrodes must be extremely pure. If the potassium 
chloride solution contains more than 0.001% bromide the electrodes will 
be erratic and non-reproducible (113). Any bromide in the reagent grade 
potassium chloride was removed by crystallizing the salt from water 
with hydrogen chloride; bubbling chlorine through a solution of the 
salt for ten minutes and boiling; and twice recrystallizing the salt 
from water. Finally thea1lt was fused in platinum ware. 
The above method produces electrodes that attain the same potential, 
within~ 0.02 millivolts, and are constant and reproducible. 
The High Vacuum, hollow plug stop-cock (Figure 12) was lubricated 
with Silicone grease that had been boiled in equilibrium water to remove 
any conducting impurities. 
For a measurement of the potential between two different concentra-
tions of a rare earth chloride the cell was immersed in the constant 
te .;perature bath described under Equivalent Conductances. 
The potential between the solutions was measured by connecting 
the electrodes in opposite compartments to a Rubicon Type B High 
Precision Potentiometer and noting the null balance wit h a Lamp and 
Scale Galvanometer. The galvanometer had a sensitivity of 1.2 x 10~9 
amps per mm. with internal resistance of 16.4!1. The potentiometer was 
standardized with an Epply cell calibrated by the Bureau of Standards. 
The Epply cell was checked against two other Epply cells which had 
been calibrated by the Bureau of Standards. 
The entire apparatus was maintained at the same potential by 
placing it upop a sheet of galvanized tin. 
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3. Results 
a) Procedure. The following procedure was used to measure the 
potential of the concentration cell. The cell was cleaned in hot 
cleaning solution, and rinsed thoroughly with twice-distilled water. 
The hollow plug stop-cock was lubricated with Silicone grease and 
inserted. Th!" more dilute solution was poured into the front compart-
ment (see assembled cell shown in .Figure 12), and the electrodes inserted. 
These electrodes had been allowed to stand in the dilute solution for 
at least one hour before being placed in the cell. The hollow plug 
stop-cock was turned to the "off" position. The rear compartment 
(Figure 12) was rinsed four to five times with the more concentrated 
solution and filled. Two electrodes which had been soaked in the 
concentrated solution were placed in position. The cell was then placed 
in the constant temperature bath which was maintained at 25 i 0.02° C. 
and aftPr standing on~'> hour the liquid junction l:etween the two solutions 
was formed by turning the stop-cock to the "on" position. 
Eight measurements were ma1e for every concentration cell. The 
potential of each electrode was measured against the two electrodes 
in the opposite compartments giving four readings. The cell was 
then cleaned and re-assembled with the roles of the electrodes re-
versed~ i.e., the pair of electrodes formerly in the concentrated 
solutions were placed in the dilute solutions and vice versa. Four 
more readings were obtained. The switching of electrodes corrected for 
the small differences in potentials existing between the electrodes. 
b)~. Typical readings obtained for the cell: 
Ag, AgCl SmCl.3 SmCl.3 
I 
AgCl, Ag 
(0.07996 N) (0 .006.399 N) 
are shown in Table 1.3. 
As in the ~ etermination of conductances and transference numbers, 
lanthanum chloride was used as the standard to insure that the apparatus 
employed were functioning properly. 
Table 14 shows the values obtained for lanthanum chloride and 
Figure 1.3 compares these values with those of Shedlovsky (1.3) in a 
plot of {':t against molality . 
The data obtained for samaric chloride, europic chloride and ytterbic 
chloride are shown in Tables 15 ; 16, and 17. Figure 14 compares the 
mean molal activity coefficient data for these rare earth chlorides. 
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Fig. 13--Comparison of mean molal activity coefficients 
of lanthanum chloride at 25°C. 
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MEAN MOLAL ACTIVITY 
COEFFICIENTS FOR 
LaC~SmC~ EuCI, YbCI, 
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Fig. 14--Mean molal activity coefficients of lanthanum 
chloride, samarium chloride, europium chloride, and 
ytterbium chloride at 25°C. 
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Table 13 a 
Typical Determination of the e.m.f. of a Concentration Cell 
with Transference 
First Detn. Second Detn. Average 
Electrodes Potential Electrode·s Potential Potential 
(mv.) (mv.) 
1 - 3 .31.985 .3 .... 1 32.025 .32.005 
1 - 4 31.980 4 - 1 32.0.30 .32.005 
2 - 3 32.019 .3 - 2 .31.985 32.002 
2 - 4 32.012 4 - 2 31.988 .32.000 
Average 32.003 
The molalities were calculated from the molarities using the 
relation: 
(68) 
in which Q is the concentration in moles per liter; -E__ is the density 
of the solution~ M2 is the molecular weight of the rare earth chloride; 
and m is the molality. The densities used were those shown on pages 58 
and 65. 
The transference numbers in Column 4 were found by interpolating 
between the measured values for the transference numbers of the chlori:1es. 
(See Figure 11 under Transference Numbers:) 
The \~lue~ of log y~/Y( , column 5. were obtained from the 
" ref) 1 , relation~ 
3F IE odE~ 
(2 • .303)4RT o 
'* log Cref. 
c (69) 
As explained in t~~ theory of this method~ a plot of ] 
[log y~/y:1: (ref) ~ A fC_1 against [(log yi: (ref) .o- log y:~!/y:i: (ref) 
{(: yields the value of log Y~(ref)• This value was found by 
Table 14 
The Computation of Activity Coefficients 
of Lanthanum Chloride at 25° C. 
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----------------------------------------------------------
Molality Normality E.m.f. Trans- Log :t;:!: (t Ot (D.H.) 
_______________ (m_v_._)_f_e~re_n_c_e_N_o_._ .zD.~e.f) (Obsvd) (Debye-Hickf' 1 ) 
0.03119 0.09323 0 .ooo 0 .4399 0 .• 0000 0.4319 0.4320 
0.02494 0.07458 
0.01247 0.03729 
;. .568 
2.568 
2.566 
2.567 
1 0.83.3 
10 .831 
l .826 
10.82J 
0.4433 0.02318 0.4556 0.4549 
0.4519 0.09024 0.5318 0.5299 
----------------------------------------------------------0.006234 0.01865 
0 .002493 0.007458 
19.542 
19.540 
19.535 
19.536 
8.669 
'2 .665 
?.8 .6 4 
?.8. ' JO 
31.635 
31.642 
31.638 
31 .630 
·-----------------· 0.001248 0.0037?9 41.405 
41.394 
41 .375 
41.395 
0 .L.580 
0.4623 
0.4635 
0.4668 
0.1485 0.6082 0.6075 
0.1984 0.6824 0.6823 
0.2136 0.7067 0.7050 
0 • 2487- o:7661 0.7700 
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Table _15 
The Computation of Activity Coefficients 
of Samarium Chloride at 250 C. 
Molality Normality E.m.f. Trans- Log ~ !±. t:r 
(mv. ference No. y~ ref) (Obsvd) (Debye-Huckel) 
0.03646 0.1120 ~3 .899 0.4372 ~0.03515 0.4105 0.4104 
~'3.900 
-3.904 
=3.904 
0.02675 0.07999 o.ooo 0.4431 o.oooo 0.4451 0.4445 
0.02140 0.06399 2.583 0.4464 0.02329 0.4698 0.4681 
2.581 
2.582 
2.581 
0.01070 0.03199 10.944 0.4546 0.08919 0.5468 0.5449 
10.933 
10.933 
10.940 
0.00?490 0.02240 15.409 0.4577 0.1190 0.5856 0.5852 
15.411 
15 .404 
15.408 
0.003740 0.01120 24.402 0.4625 0.1723 0.6622 0.6618 
0.002139 0.006399 .32 . 005 0.4653 0.2075 0.7182 0.719.3 
.32.005 
32.002 
32 .000 
0.001070 0.003199 41.749 0.4679 0.24.37 0.7805 0.7824 
41.748 
41.748 
41.750 
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Tablfl 16 
The Computation of Activity Coefficients 
of Europium Chloride at 25° C. 
Molality Normality E.m.f. Tranc- Log ~ h. (:r ..:-
(mv.) fprence No. ~~re T (Obsv ) {Debye-HUcke1) 
.03532 0.1056 o.ooo 0.4352 0.0000 0.4159 0.4153 
0.02522 0.07539 3.848 0.4410 0.03472 0.4506 0.4498 
3.855 
3.850 
3.848 
0.01008 0.03016 14.801 0.4525 0.1223 0.5513 0. 5510 
14.796 
14.797 
14.799 
0.005041 0.01508 23.563 0.4583 0.1795 0.6290 0.6290 
23.555 
23.557 
23.555 
0.003529 0.01056 28.226 0.4606 0.2056 0.6679 0.6678 
28.223 
28.228 
28.223 
0.002521 0.007539 32.716 0 .4624 0.2281 0.7035 0.7028 
32.71 
32.729 
32.739 
0.001008 0.003016 45.506 0.4660 0.2764 0.7864 0.7872 
45.508 
45.491 
L~5. 503 
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Table 17 
The Computation of Activity Coefficients 
of Ytterbium Chloride at 250 C. 
Molality Normality E.m.f. Trans - ~og -~- t!: 0~ (mv .) ferPnce No. yl~ref) (Obsvd) (Debye-Huckel) 
* 
0.04004 0.1201 -3.748 0.4205 ~0.03526 0.4043 0.4040 
~1.750 
~3.751 
~3.748 
0.02860 0.08577 o.oooo 0.4261 0.0000 0.4385 0.4376 
0.02288 0.06861 2.489 0.4309 0.02307 0.4625 0.4610 
2.490 
2.494 
2.495 
0.01144 0.03431 10.581 0.4409 0.08909 0.5385 0.5373 
10.567 
10.585 
10.577 
0.008006 0.02401 14.918 0.4443 0.1198 0.5779 0.5776 
14.913 
14.915 
14.912 
0.004003 0.01201 23.613 0.4490 0.1741 0.6549 0.6545 
23.613 
23.613 
23.610 
0.002287 0.006861 30.918 0.4517 0.2113 0.7136 0.7126 
30.920 
30.918 
30.920 
0.001144 0.003431 40.430 0.4541 0.2461 0.7732 0.7766 
40.433 
40.433 
40.429 
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assuming values for ~og yt(ref) in the [slog ytjyt(ref) +log Y~(ref)j 
~term until the intercept value agreed with the assumed value. The 
method of least squar es was employed to obtain the best straight line 
through the experimental points. The values for a 0 for each rare earth 
chloride were also determined from this procedure; they are shown in 
Table 18. 
Table 18 
Mean Distance of Closest Approach 
Rare earth chloride ao (Angstroms) 
LaCl3 5.75 
SmC13 5.63 
EuCl~ 5.60 
-' 
YbCl3 5.65 
Knowing log y~(ref), the z! values were obtained and converted to 
the mean molal a ctivity coefficients, ~ , by t he relation: 
( t l!! y:t: ( .P - .oo1 eM'- ) 
P.. 
These values are shown in column ·6. 
In column 7 are the mean molal activity coefficients calculatPd 
from the Debye-HucKel equation: 
log ( ~ ~ -A fC 
1 f- a 0 B C 
- log (1 + mJ }ll ) 
1000 
(70) 
For this calculation, the values of A and ~were 3 . 7446 and 0 . 049 
respectively. The ao values were those found from the least squares 
method and shown in Table 18. 
C. Discussion of Results 
1. Estimated ~!:.§. 
The standard neviation of the t ypical result, shown in Table 13, 
is 0 .00~5 millivolts. As was the case oft e conductances and t r ansference 
81 
numbers, the largest error occurring in these experiments was due to 
the uncertainty of the exact composition of' the solutions. This error 
is estimated to be w:!.thin 0.1%. 
2. Comparison !J.1h i_heory 
The Debye-Huckel equation appears to be followed almost exactly 
over the range of concentration studied. The average difference be-
t-wa en the observed mean molal a cti vi ty coefficients and those calculated 
by the Debye-Huckel equation are~ 
Rare Earth Salt 
LaCl3 
SmCl3 
Euc13 
YbCl3 
Average Difference 
0.0013 
0.0009 
0.0005 
0.0011 
The mean molal activity coefficients for the chlorides of lanthanum~ 
ceritw9 neodymium 9 praseodymium, samariurn 9 and europium have been measured 
by Robinson and Stokes (114) and Mason (115) using the isopiestic method. 
The range of' concentrations studied by them was from 0.05 molal to 2.0 
molaL In the isopiestic method absolute values of the activity coef-
ficient~ are not known unless data for the range from zero concentration 
to the lowest measured concentration are available. The above authors 
had used freezing point data for lanthamun nitrate to fix the activity 
coefficient for their lowest measured value; however s the values for 
the coefficients for lanthanum nitrate (102 9 p. 344) are somewhat higher 
than those obtained for the chloride. Since the observed activity coef-
ficients reporte0 in this thesis were in such good agreement with those 
calculated from the Debye-Huckel theory for concentrations up to 0.0.3 
molal it appea"t's valid to extend the Dehye-Huckel equation to 0.05 
molal and to correlate the Robinson and Mason nata to the results ob-
tained in this laboratory for 0 to Oo0.3 molal. This correlation is 
shown in Figure 15. The data for the chlorides of cerium~ praseodymium 
ann neodymit~ depicted in the figure were taken from the noctoral thesis 
of Paul E. Por·ter (116) o 
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Fig. 15--Mean molal activity coe~ficients of lanthanum 
chloride, cerium chloride, praseo~ium chloride, neo-
~ium chloride, samarium chloride, and europium chloride. 
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VI • SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The conductances, transference numbers, and activity coefficients 
of lanthanum chloride, samaric chloride, europic chloride, and ytterbic 
chlorine were determined in order to test the present theories of 
electrolytic solutions as well as to make available accurate data on 
these useful properties for the abo"e rare _earth chlorides. 
The Jones bridge and its accessories were employed to measure the 
conductances over a concentration range of 0.0007 N. to 0.1 N. The 
moving-boundary method was used to determine the transference numbers 
of the cations from concentrations of 0.007 N to 0.1 N. A simply 
constructed transference cell is described along with an electronically 
controlled constant current apparatus. A hollow plug stop-cock was 
employed to form the junction between the indicator solution anti the 
investigated solution in the transference cell. Concentration cells 
with transference ere employed to measure the mean molal activity 
coefficients over a concentration range of 0.003 N. to 0.1 N. Th€ 
junctions between the solutions were formed by a cell similar in design 
to that of the transference number cell. 
The data on all of the above properties were estimated to have an 
accuracy of within 0.1%. The exact composition of the solutions was 
the limiting error in the determinations. 
The infinite nilut ion values for the equivalent conductances j the 
cation conductances, and the cation transference numbers were obtained 
in the equivalent conductance determinations. The values for each of 
these properties were found to fall in the order: lanthanum chloride 
> samaric chloride) europic chloride > ytterbic c~loride. The radii 
of the ions of these four rare earths, as determined by X-ray crystal-
1 ographic methods, decrease in thP same order. Since a small ion 
should encounter less resistance in traversing a solution and, thus~ 
he more conducting than a large iop, it appears that thP raiiii of the 
hydra tPd ions must be such that Yb3+ > Eu3• > Sm3+) La3+. Hence, 
the rare earth ions possess different degrf'es of hydration anti the order 
of hydration is~ Yb3+) Eu3~) Sm3,.. ) La.3"". 
The equivalent conductances for each of thP rare earth chlorides 
were in agreement with the Onsager theory for concentrations up to 
ab out 0.0025 N.; however, there was a small, but definite~ difference 
in the concentration at hich each rare earth chloride began to deviate 
fr om theory. Fur ther, at higher concentrations, the deviation of each 
rare earth chloride from the theoretical slope became greater in the 
same definite order. The order of deviation was: YbC13 ) Euc13 ) 
SmClJ) Lac13, and may represent a measure of the tendency of the rare 
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earths toward ionic association under the influence of Coulombic forces~ 
or it may be related to the different degrees of hydration. 
The data on the cation transference numbers of the four rare earth 
chlorides did not agree with the Onsager treatment in the concentration 
range studied in this thesis. This fact is surprising since the con-
ductance measurements were in agreement with the limiting Onsager slope. 
Other authors have found thatj in general, polyvalent ions show this 
same anomaly. No satisfactory explanation can be offered for this 
discrepancy although it is hoped that when the data on all of the rare 
earths becomes available some explanation will become apparent . In view 
of the results obtained in the conductance measurements the rare earth 
transference numbers would be expected to be arrangPd in the order: 
La3~) Sm3.&) Eu3.e.) Yb3.\J., howeverj it was found that the cation 
transference numbers for samarium chloride are slightly greater in value 
than those f ound for lanthanum chloride. This can not be explained. 
The activity coefficients agreed with the Debye-Huckel theory 
throughout the concentration range studied, that is~ for concentrations 
up to 0.1 N. The activity coefficients for the chlorides of lanthanumj 
samariumj and europium were extended to concentrations of 2 molal by 
fitting the data of Robinson and Mason to those obtained in this thesis. 
Since the Debye-Huckel equation is not expected to be valid over such 
a wide range of concentrations due to the assumptions mar1e in its de-
rivation, attempts were ma j e to fit these data to empirical equations 
of the type~ 
log ( ~ ~ - A Vc + Be + De log c 
1 ~ a 0 Bye 
in which li and~ are constants of no known theoretical significance; 
howeverj no values for li and ~ were found which wo~ld accurately de-
scribe t he ata over the concentration range from 0 to 2 molal. 
The values f ound i n the Debye-Hi.ickel thP.ory for the mean distance 
of closest approach of the ions , ao, indicate that the rare earth ions 
and chloride ions are separated by one molecule of water. 
The data presented in this thesis reoresents only a very small 
portion of the vast amount of experimental evidenct which must be ac-
cumulat ed before a complete understanding of el ectrolytic solutions is 
attained. However, the data presented should prove valuable as an aid 
in sorting out the more subtle differences that are found to occur 
between ions; differences which might escape the attention of an 
investigator working with q group of elements less similar in porperties 
than the rare earth group . 
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It is suggested that this work be extended to include the remaining 
rare earth chlorides; experiments are now in progress on the properties 
of the chlorides of erbium and gadolinium; the equivalent conductance 
measurements already made on erbium chloride show that they fall between 
europium and ytterbium chlorides~ which further substantiates what was 
said above concerning the hydration and ionic association of the rare 
earth ions. 
A determination of the properties of the rare sulfates would be 
of especial interest in the theories of solutions since LaMer (117) 
has predicted that, for highly polyvalent electrolytes, unusual dis-
crepancies between the theories and data will apnear. Correlation of 
the work in this thesiP with very accura'tely determined partial molal 
volumes~ heat capacities~ specific heats, and e.m.f. values should 
also shed light on the complex problem of electrolytic solutions. Work 
.is in progress by the rare earth research group in order to obtain data 
of the type indicated above. 
Deviation from the Beer~Lambert law, obtained from data on the 
visible and ultarviolet spectra of solutions of the rare earth chlorides, 
should indicate the concentration at which these chlorides begin to 
associate and the extent of the association. From this work, equilibrium 
const~nts could be obtained and applied to Bjerrum's theory (118) of 
concentrated solutions of electrolytes. Raman spectra data would in-
di cate the nature of the ass.ociation. 
A method of determining transference numbers at concentrations 
l ess than 0.007 N. would be advantageous so that the true nature of the 
transference values at low concentrations could be ascertained. A sug-
gested approach to such a method would be to employ a radioactive 
indicator solution whose movement could be followed by means of Geiger-
Mueller counters. 
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